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ABSTRACT

The reaction af uranium with pure water at 50°C hat been fol
lowed by measuring hydrogen evolution. Three nctvantagea of this 
method are: (l) a material balance between reaclanta and product* 
may be nude, (2) the amount of hydrogen evolved can be compared
with the amount of uranium conaumed, (S) air and CO, can be ea-

«  /
eluded from the apparatus during a run. A complete description of 
the apparatua and full dtacuaalona of each run are presented. Also, 
many data concerning earlier uranium corrosion work are reviewed 
tn detail.

In general, the corrosion behavior of uranium la that of a aero, 
older chemical reaction. Thermodynamic considerations show that 
the formation of U02 Is the most favorable reaction although there 
la evidence in the literature and from these experiments that sup. 
ports the formation of some UHj. The yield of hydrogen, as a re 
sult of the conversion of uranium to UOg by the water, la leas than 
should be accounted for from the measured weight loss of the ura
nium specimens. However, correlation of the test duration with the 
amount of missing hydrogen, or with the amount of hydrogen pres* 
ent in the corrosion products, ts  not possible; .ior can the discrep

ancy be accounted for by leaks tn the apparatua. Lesa uranium has 
been found tn the corrosion products than would bs expected If the 
conaumed uranium waa all converted to UOj. Better agreement will 
result If the assumption is made that a 2-to-l mixture of UOj and 
U02<2H20  la formed. Oxygen has been found to exert little direct 
effect on the corrosion reaction.
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTORY MATERIAL

1.1 Purpose and Method

The purpose of this prefect was to study the reaction of uranium metal with pure liquid 

water In order to obtain fundamental data which might be related lo (hr corrosion of uranium 
In moist atmospheres. The reaction was followed by measuring hydrogen evolution. Instead 

of by the common method of determining weight Increases. The method reported her# had the 
advantage ol excluding atr and carbon dioxide and thus permitted a material la lance, including 

gaaeoua products, to be madr (or the reactants and products.

A large volume of data on the corrosion of uranium was obtained during the days of the 

Manhattan District. Most of the corrosion testa were concerned with the use of ursntum tn a 

pile and hence with Its reaction with the cooling water These data are pertinent to the pres* 
ent Investigation and vtll be reviewed here.

The significance of carbide Inclusions In Increasing the rate of corrosion attack, although 

noted tn 1M4, was overlooked tn 1M8 when a summarising report of the available literature 
was prepaied. Reference to this effect recently cams to the author's attention when an In

terest arose tn th« purity of the metal. The fact that the observed yield of hvdrogen was less 

than theoretical yield was not Interpreted tn i(M# as evidence for the pretence *4 the hydride, 

UHj. tn the corrosion products I The Insufficient yield la now well established
tn those experiments where careful material balances were made.

1,1.1 Early Corrosion Experiments with Water

0.015 In./month. This Is rapid deterioration, and the life expectancy of a 1/2 In. thick plats 

under such conditions would be less than 3 yrs.

1.2 Literature Review

V
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At temperatures where the aolubtlltles of p K i  in water a t one atmoaphere of preaaure 

a re  appreciable, a great difference may be observed between the reactivity of uranium with 

hydrogen-saturated water and with aerated  w a te r.1 A very large difference waa obaerved be

tween teata made In open boa Iter a and thoae made In a closed hydrogen-collecting apparatus. 

The difference was attributed to dissolved gases. The 30-fold Increase In the corrosion rate 

where hydrogen waa allowed to accumulate waa first noticed by Draley* In IMS. Typical - 

data on the Infi Mince of hydrogen saturation are  listed In Table 1.1. Reasonably constant 

;« tc s  were obtained from the data.

Table 1.1

1
CORROSION OF STANDARD URANIUM IN GAS-SATURATED WATERS

»

Temp. ,°C

(AFTER DRALEY AND ENGLISH) .
Corroston Rate, mg/cmZ/hr 

Hydrogen saturated Atr saturated

50 0.0662 t  0.005 0.00180 * 0.003

60 ............... 0.027.2 * 0.042

70 0.463 t  0.007 0.0136 t  0.067

80 0.575 t  0.018

90 1.012 t  0.035

Sim ilar data obtained for exposure In air-saturated distilled water a re  given In Table 1.1.

The ra tes of attack are  Indicated In Ftg. 1. It was inferred from the shape of co rro 

sion curves that If the corrosion continued for a sufficient tim e, the rates In aerated water 

might approach those In hydrogen-saturated w ater.1 The protective effect of oxygen appeared 

to be eliminated at tem peratures above 75°C. It was noted that a s  the corrosion product 

built up on the surfaces of the specimen, the ra te of attack Increased. As soon as the p ro 

duct waa thick enough to spall off, the rate Immediately decreased and then began to increase
3

again with further corrosion.

It la possible that porous film products Interfere wtth the diffusion of dissolved oxygen 

and facilitate the accumulation of hydrogen. This accumulation may explain why the ra tes of 

corroston at lower tem peratures Increased wtth time after some Initial corrosion had occurrsd.

The difference between the effects of oxygen and of hydrogen la shown by the corroslon- 

rs te  values listed in Table 1.2.

CONFIDENTIAL
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Fig. 1. Corrosion of standard uranium In air-saturated distilled water (after Molltson, English, and Nelson)
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TABLE U

EFFECTS OF DISSOLVED GAS ON THE CORROSION OF URANIUM AT 70°C 
(AFTER MOLLISON, ENGLISH AND NELSON)

Gas
He

*2
Air

Corrosion rate, mg/cm /hr 

0.215 
0.247 

0.0180 
0.0028 
0.403

The data in Table 1.2 ahow the Inhlblttve effect of oxygen and the accelerator# effect of hy

drogen.

rhte effect of oxygen shows that the corrosion ta under anodic control. The oxide film-
3

lng charactcrtattca of the metal and the minute effect of cuprous Ions also confirm this conclu

sion.
Although hydrogen peroxide is rapidly reduced by uranium, It does not exert much In- 

ve Influence on th< 

a re  given In Table 1.3.
hlbitlve Influence on the reaction of uranium with water * or with saline media.4 Typical data

TABLE 1.3

COMPARISON OF CORROSION RATES IN SYNTHETIC RIVER WATER* 
WITH 5 x 10“3 PARTS Hj Oj  ADDED, FOR 70°C

Condition
Hydrogen-saturated water 

Air-saturated water 

Control (He In distilled water)

Corrosion rate, mg/cm /h r 
0.32 

0.20 

0.21

]
It Is seen from the table that the effects of hydrogen and of oxygen are substantially 

eliminated by peroxide.
The effect of aodtum chloride on the corrosion of uranium In boiling distilled water ts 

Indicated In Table 1.4.

14 -
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TABLE 1.4

EFFECT OF SODIUM CHLORIDE ON CORROSION OF URANIUM IN BOIUNO WATER 

HaCl, % Corrosion rite , mg'cm ^/hr

Control (distilled water) 2.47
1 1.72

10 1.41
20 1.43

These data agree with those obtained from a study of the effects of sulphate and phos- 
phate Ions on corrosion at 70°C In hydrogen-saturated w ater.1 The cause of the rate decrease 
observed In all three cases is unknown. However, In aerated water with hydrogen peroxide 
present, the ionic sails seem to Increase corrosion.

The effect of grinding the metal surface Is shown tn Table 1.5.

TABLE 1.5

EFFECT OF GRINDING ON THE CORROSION RATE OF URANIUM

Initial voltage.
Grit s ite  of belt Wt. lgss In distilled water negative to 0.1N
used on grinder at 70°C, mg cm2 hr calomel cell, v

Fine 0.321
Medium 0.403
Coarse 0.403

0.351
0.498
0.402

Data In Table 1.1 may be used to calculate the acHvatlon energies for both hydrogen- 
saturated and air-saturated water. The data for hydrogen-saturated distilled water follow 
the line In Fig. 2 quite closely. Not all these data are listed tn Table 1.1. The value for 
183°C was taken from a graph presented by W. H. Molltson3 for corrosion In a steel bomb 
at 10 atmospheres and the data for boiling water from the value of the control sample In 
Table 1.4.

The corrosion of uranium In aerated water gave errattc results as Indicated In Table 
1.1, and some scatter is noticeable tn the Arrhenius log (K vs 1/T plot) of Fig. 3. The cal- 
culated activation energy Is 37.4 Iccal.

1.2.2 Corrosion In Steam —
In Wathen’s  experiments with steam, an attempt was made to collect and estimate the 

hydrogen which was formed In the reaction; but the amount of gas generated was so small

CONFIDENTIAL (
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Fig. 3. An Arrhenlua plot of the corrosion rate of uranium in aerated water (based on data 
of Molllson, English and Nelson)
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that consistent results could not be obtained. Assuming that the Increase in weight of the 

uranium sample Is a  result of oxide formation, the theoretical weight of hydrogen which 

should have been evolved was calculated. However, the hydrogen actually collected was al

ways less than called for by theory. It amounted to 20-25 per cent of theoretical at 150 to 
200°C, and 70 to 80 per cent of theoretical at about 300°C. Adsorption of hydrogen by the 

oxide mass was suspected, but no conclusive evidence of this was obtained.

Wathen's results are summarized in Table 1.6 and indicate that corrosion In steam is 

more rapid than In dry air throughout the same range of temperatures.

TABLE 1.6

CORROSION OF URANIUM IN STEAM

Tgmp.,
c

Penetration,
cm /yr

Oxides Formed
u o 2, % u3o B, %

150 8.8 100
200 57.0 93.8 6.2

250 499 24.2 75.8
300 597 17.3 82.7

400 736 8.3 91.7

The extent of corrosion of the metal was determined by dissolving the products in di

lute nitric acid and analyzing them tor uranium. The oxide composition was computed from 
the amounts of oxygen and of metal which combined. A graph of the relative amounts of 

^ 3 °8  produced at each temperature is given in Fig, 4.
The transition temperature (or the formation of U^Og in preference to UOj In steam is 

between 200 and 300°C, whereas In air It lies between 100 and 200°C. The difference In 
temperatures may be explained by hydrogen produced In the oxidation by steam, but not In air,

U ♦ 2H20  — U02 4 2112

The presence of a small concentration of hydrogen over the oxidizing metal might be ex

pected to retard the formation of the higher oxide. Also, It should be noted that, at tempera

tu res above the transition temperatures, the formation of UgOg is much more complete in air 

than in steam. The less complete conversion of uranium to UgOg In steam may thus be due 

to the presence of hydrogen.

Note added in proof. Draley and McWhlrter have released a recent report, ANL 5029, which 
deals witH the effects of metal purity and heat treatment on the corrosion rate in boiling wa
te r and Is in general agreement with the results presented in this report.

- 18 -
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t
Walhen's data, when plotted aa InK versus I T, are best connected by two straight 

lines having different slopes, as can be seen in Ftg. 5. These lines Intersect at 250°C. 

Inspection of Fig. 4 discloses that the transition temperature for corrosion in superheated 

steam Is approximately 250°C. It seems reasonable, therefore, to regard the separate lines 

In the kinetic plot as corresponding to the two different oxidation products. Calculations 

were made only for the lower temperature range in which the dioxide is formed. The energy 
o! activation Is 16.45 Iccal.

1.2,3 Reaction of Water with Uranium Monocarbide*
The results of an extensive Investigation of uranium carbides conducted by Lilt® In 1948 

are worth mentioning.

With a few hundredths of an atomic per cent of carbon present in the standard produc-
7

tlon uranium, only the monocarbtde merits consideration In this report. Rundlc has Isolated 

UC inclusions from the metal and Identified them by x-ray diffraction.
Lltz showed that liquid-phase hydrolysis of the monocarbide produced mostly methane. 

His data are given in Table 1.7.

TABLE 1.7

VOLUME PER CENT OF THE HYDROLYSIS PRODUCTS OF MONOCARBIDE

Products Temperatures, °C
determined 83 90 100

Hydrogen 12.4 22.4 37

Methane 81 72 57

Higher paraffins 3.9 4.3 4.0

Olefines 1.6 0.8 1.0

Acetylenes 0.0 0.0 0.2

Carbon monoxide 0.4 0.2 0.9

Carbon dioxide 0.3 0.2 0.3

In agreement with the trend indicated in this table, hydrogen is the main product when 

the hydrolysis temperature is raised to 200°C. Extrapolation of Lltz’s data to 50°C suggests, 

however, that the product would be almost exclusively methane.

Experiments In this laboratory have Indicated that uranium carbide Is dissolved from theg
metal In 35 per cent nitric add. It was found that treating the specimen in nitric acid to

•This material Is pertinent since the UC inclusions in uranium react with the water to yield 
CHj, as Is discussed tn Sec. 3.4.2.
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3.0
SLOPE s -  0.63

fAE 8 2 .9 7  KCAL

FOR PRODUCT U ^

SLOPE « - 3 . 6

* 16.45 KCAL
iS *  5 - 7 9  8 EU 
FOR PRODUCT U0„

Fig. 5. An Arrhenius plot ol the oxidation of uranium in steam (baaed on data of Wathenj
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remove the anodic oxide (lima, formed during electropoltahtng, was the beet procedure for 
obtaining reproducible data. The poeslbtUty of carbide removal as a factor In bettering the 
reproducibility should not be overlooked.

It was found In 1943 that the presence of rarblde Increased the corrosion rate or ura- 
9nium In water. "Carbide-free" / gave rates equal to only one half those

found for graphite-cast metal. ■ WfiW C

1,2,4 Yield of Hydrogen
9 in

It was found by Hoxeng and Rebol ' that the amount of hydrogen evolved by the re 
action of water with uranium at ?0°C Is less than the theoretical yield. If the product Is 
UOg, then 0.108 cc of hydrogen Is formed for each milligram of metal reacted.** For all 
29 determined values, the average deviation from the theoretical was 7 per cent. A similar 
result, noted by Wathen In the analogous reaction by steam, has been mentioned. It was ob
served that If the metal with Its coating of corroUon products was dried, then hydiogen evo
lution was Inhibited when the sample was retmmersed and also the yield of hydrogen was 
significantly reduced. These data are summarised In Table 1.8.

The implication of the data remains unknown.

TABLE 1.8

EFFECT OF DRYING THE CORROSION PRODUCTS
'i/drogen evolution 2

Sample treatment after treatment cc/mg mg/cm /hr

3 samplea removed after 48 hr Ceased entirely 0.098 0.498
and dried over a hot plate Ceased entirely 0.114 0.424

Ceased entirely 0.167 0.244
Control 0.189 0.410
2 samples retmmersed, removed Delay of 24 hr 0.180 0.323
after 110 hr and dried In dry atr pelay of 24 hr 0.170 0.277
Sample relmmersed, removed 
after 110 hr, washed with acetone 
and dried In air

Delay of 24 hr 0.170 0.277

Control left mols» 0 190 0.348

1.2.5 Thermodynamic Considerations
It Is possible to obtain some idea of the products to be encountered during the corrosion 

of uranium by s consideration of thermodynamics; namely, by deriving the free-snergy de
crease for the various reaction! that might be expected.
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TABLE 1.0

THERMODYNAMIC DATA TAKEN FROM "CHEMI8TRY OF URANIUM *•

No. Reaction
AC <1' 

P -*«29B ”**291

Baatc equations

1 u . o 2  - u ° 2 244 1.0 257 42.5

2 u 4- l / 2 0 2 - u o 129.7 -3.0 138 I1.0(3

• U ♦ 3/2H2 - UHJ 17.7(5> -1.0 30.4 42.6

4 Ha ♦ l /2 0 2 H2° 58.2 -2.5 57.8 8.6

\ Derived equations

5 4U 4 SHjO * UH3 4  3UO 232.2 -2.5 265.0 78.2

6 7U 4  6HjjO - 4UHS ♦ SU02 476.7 14.0 545.4 246.3

7 U 4  HjO - UO 4 h 2 71.5 -0.5 78.2 12.4

• U ♦ HjO - UOa 4 2H2 12T7.6 6.0 141.4 25.3

♦Bulk of these data taken from NNE8 bonk by Katz and RiMnowUch (12). 

(1) Estimated from Koppa Rule.
! (2) Eult mated from Brewer's value for PuO (Ref. IS).
{ . (3) From data of MacWood; see Kate and Rabtnowttch (14).
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The baste reaction* to be considered a re  those for the formation of UOj, UHJt UO, and 

H2O from their elem ents, Pertinent data for these reactions a re  shown In the first part of 

Table 1.0. The other data In Table 1.0 Involve the formation of mixed products. Although 

the decreases In free energy are larger for the formation of mixed products, the number of 

gram atoms of uranium  consumed Is also la rger. It would appear reasonable to compare the 

frce-energy change per gram atom of metal tn the case of these complex reactions where dif

ferent reactions a re  competing for the uranium. The equation producing only UOg seems to 

be the one preferred  on this basts. There Is, however, some evidence tn the literature that 

hydride does form. This formation of UHg with UOj is compatible with the thermodynamic 

data, but It la not the most favorable reaction.

1.2.6 Hydrolytic Behavior of U(1V) Ions

The remaining Important question Is whether large amounts of U(IV) Ions are expected 

to be present In the corrosion solution. The evidence Indicates that they a re  not to be 

expected.

The U(IV) Ion Is appreciably hydrolyaed according to the reaction

given In Table 1.10. These pertain to perchlorate acid solutions. Other anions which produce 

complexlng, such t s  Cl“ , NO*, o r F~, do not favor hydrolysis but the trend above a pH value 

of 2 Is uniformly toward the hydrolysed state.

It should be noted that at s  pH value of about 2.3 (0.0047 moles H4/lite r) alm ost 00 per cent

Wp?  IKOHUHjO)4^  ♦ NO

TABLE 1.10

HYDROLYSIS OF U(!V) IN PERCHLORATE SOLUTIONS 
(AFTER KRAUS AND NELSON)

Moles H4 liter 

0.305 

0.155 

0.0422 

0.0047

P er cent hydrolysed 

U.O 

19.7 

45.0 

86.2

of the uranium Is present s s  U(OH)43.
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Al higher pH values, the "monomeric" solutions containing t ’(OH)*3 are not stable but

pass into black, almost opaque, "hydrosols." These have been called polymeric solutions.
ISKraus and Nelson consider these to be identical with the hydroxide solutions prepared by 

Aloy and others.

Ions of U(1V) do not transform as rapidly as those of Pu(IV) toward the polymeric so

lutions until more than 50 per cent of the uranium has hydrolysed to U(OH) . The remain
der of the information depends upon an analogy to the plutonium ton, Pu(IV). Kraus points

out that in the pH region 1 to 2, Pu(lV) rapidly polymerises and assumes a structure stmt- 
17lar to a hydroxide, In the range between pH 2.5 to 3.5, the number of hydroxide ions per 

plutonium ion approaches 4 and the polymer precipitates. Kraus showed that the formula of 

the precipitated polymeric solutions is Pu(OH)j ^  X  ̂ where X is another anion such aa 

sulfate or n itra te .1® Thla composition approximates PuOj . 211 jO. The chemical properties 
of the compound UO„. lHjO are discussed in Appendix B.

To summarize, virtually no U(IV> tons are expected to be present tn solutions having 

pH values near 7; murky polymeric "solutions" or "hydrosols" are to be expected unless the 

pH is very low. It will be shown later tn this report that such solutions are observed and 

that there is strong evidence for the presence of UOj. 2HjO tn the corrosion products.

1.2.7 P rotective Oxide Layers
Greenwood has shown that oxide layers formed at low uxygen pressures tn the range 

from 500 to 900°C were protective to a considerable extent. Data for an exposure time of 

100 hr to boiling water are given tn Table 1.11.

TABLE 1.11

CORROSION OK URANIUM IN BOILING WATER KOH 100-HR 
EXPOSURE AFTER VACUUM ANNEALING

Temperature of annealing, °C Weight Loss, %
500 4.5

600 0.7
700 2.0

BOG 3.6

900 4.0

Comparable data from Secs. 1.2.1 and 5.2 Indicate dissolution of the entire unprotected speci

men In 100 hr.
Similar samples annealed at 600°C in a 10 micron vacuum were tested at 70°C. The
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corrosion rate was 3.2 pg/cm^/hr but after a few hundred hours further weight loss waa al

most negligible. These data are to be compared with those In Table 1.11.

X-ray powder samples, sealed In evacuated capillaries, consistently gave patterns of

uranium monoxide when annnealed In the temperature range from 500 to 900°C. In addition,
20 -0 Wilson and Bundle have reported that uranium heated under an oxygen pressure of 10

atmosphere at 800°C or higher develops a grayish film of UO.

One observation has been made In connection with the stability of this monoalde.
Charles Holley of Group CMR-2 made UO-UOj mixtures by heating uranium with U02 at

temperatures above 1900°C. These mixtures were studied by means of X-ray diffraction

methods. Later, It was observed by Finley Elltnger, Group CMR-5, tnat the amount of
monoxide present In these X-ray powder specimens was not significantly different whether

the specimens were prepared In air or In an Inert atmosphere. Furthermore, there was no
evidence of pyrophoricity. Hence It seems reasonable that the monoxide is  sufficiently stable

19In air to account (or the protective film action noted by Greenwood.

Recently uranium samples were examtned after Greenwood's treatment and found to 
have films containing appreciable amounts of monoxide.'

fV

•A specimen of uranium treated according to Greenwood's specifications was examtned before 
and after a 10-hr exposure to water. X-ray diffraction patterns which showed the same pro
portion of UO to UOg were obtained for both exposures.
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Chapter 2

EXPERIMENTAL FEATURES AND THEIR DEVELOPMENT 

2.1 General Procedure

In order to study the reactions of uranium and water, polished and "pickled" pieces of 

uranium were suspended on a s t ir re r  and placed in a flask containing pure water, which had 

been distilled in a helium atmosphere. Efforts were nude to remove all dissolved impurities, 

including a ir, from the water. The reaction flask and gas burette were thermostatically con

tro lled  at $0°C. The helium was purified by passing it over heated uranium turnings.

Hydrogen gas, which was evolved when the metai oxidised in the presence of water, 

was measured in a gas burette. The change in weight of the metal specimens was obtained, 

as well as the amount of uranium present in the corrosion products.

Fourteen successful runs were nude, in addition to five which were abandoned with no 

data obtained. Two other runs were made with dtoxane solutions: M-21 contained 1 per cent 

water and M-22, 10 per cent water These two runs gave virtually no useful data. Two 

other runs displayed negative results.

2.2 Evolution of Ihe Appai atus*

The apparatus used has been modified greatly with the passage of time although the 

basic ideas have not been changed. At ftrs i, distilled water from a two-stage commercial 

• t i l l  was boiled in a standard three-necked round-bottom flask in s helium atrrtospherc to 

remove any entrapped s ir .  The helium flow was measured by a laboratory model flowmeter. 

The water was then forced into ihe three-necked round-bottom flask by means of helium 

pressure. Through the central neck of the flask one specimen of uranium metal was sus

pended on a stirring rod. A mercury seal made the flask gas tight and per milled rotation 

of the specimen. The s tirring  rod was coupled directly to the shaft of a thyralron-controlled 

variable-speed motor. The gas volume was measured at atmospheric pressure in a water - 

Jacketed gss burette by means of a leveling bulb attached to the burette. A saturated solu

tion of KNOg was used ss the flu id  in the leveling bulb and burette In order to reduce the

* The apparatus used was nicknamed Mary Ann and has been referred to as such in  Group 
CMR-S Monthly Progress Reports.
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solubility of hydrogen In the solution.

A photograph of the early Pyrex apparatus Is shown In Fig. 6. The reaction flask was 

thermostatically controlled at 50°C by Immersion In a water bath. Thermostatically-con

trolled water was supplied to the burette by a small centrifugal pump. The return flow of 

water was the only method of circulation used In the bath.
A dilute litmus solution was added to the salt-saturated water to color It so that bu

rette readings might be made with better visibility. A microscope type lamp was used to 

illuminate the liquid level.
The helium used for all of the runs was purified by passing It through two tube fur

naces containin'.’, uranium turnings. The first furnace was heated to approximately 610°C to 

remove nitrogen, and break down hydrocarbons and water Into carbon, oxygen and hydrogen. 

Uranium oxides were found In the first tube. The second furnace was heated to approximately 

21U°C to promote the pickup of hydrogen a t uranium hydride. This temperature was chosen 

because It Is the optimum temperature for the maximum rate of hydride formation. The 

uranium turnings used tn the tubes had been previously cleaned with 25 to 35 per cent HNOj, 

washed with alcohol, and dried In an air stream.

Several modifications of the equipment, made after the first few runs, are discussed 

tn the following section.

2.2.1 Stirre ra and Motors

Difficulties were encountered from the beginning with the glsas s tirre r and mercury 

•eal. First, the seal was badly affected by atmospheric pressure. Second, It was extremely 

difficult to align and to maintain the alignment of the driving motor and the stirring rod.

When not aligned, chatter would often develop and as a reault mercury would spill into the 

reaction flask. The mercury-seal type stirrer waa replaced with a magnetic s tirre r  after 

run M-l*. The magnetic s tirre r consisted of a small glasa-encloaed bar magnet fastened 
to the top of the sttrrt;;g rod. The entire piece was enclosed tn a removable head which 

fitted Into the reaction flask. The stirring rod rotated In two glass bearings, one tn the 

head and the other tn the bottom of the flask. The two types of stirrers stid a still later 

design are Illustrated tn Fig. 7.
The mercury-seal type attrrer was driven by direct coupling to the shaft of a thyratron- 

controlled variable-speed motor. The magnetic s tirre r  was driven by two 6 -in. Alnlco bsr 

magnets which were connected at one end by a brass strip to form a [^"j shaped assembly. 

These magnets were driven by a variable speed motor and rotated around the glass head.

The rotating magnets were surrounded by a wire cage for safety. The stirring motor and the 

location of the enclosed magnet are Illustrated tn Fig. 8.
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•heel approximately 3/4-In. square and 0.030-ln. thick. A l/B-ln. hole was drilled through 

each specimen so that It could be suspended from the itlrrlng hook. The specimens were 

prepared by hand polishing through 3/0 metallographlc paper. They were then dipped In 35 
per cent nitric acid for about 5 min to remove any surface oxide, rinsed In distilled water, 

dipped In alcohol, and dried. They were weighed on an Ainsworth Type FDJ microbalance. 

This procedure was also followed In cleaning the oxide from the metal at the end of each run.
A single specimen was suspended from the stirrer for run M-S and ill  earlier rune. 

After run M-10, two specimens were expoeed at a time. The use of duplicate specimens 
Increased the amount of surface area exposed to the corrodent and thus increased the volume 

of hydrogen evolved. Also, better balance was provided for the s ttrre r  shaft from which the 
specimens were suspended.

The same apoctmen, which was from metal batch 1, wai used for run* M-l through 
M-B. For runs M-10 through M-18, specimens from metal batch 3 were used. New speci

mens, from metal batch t, were used (or each of the run* M-10 through M-M, with the 

exception of runs M-16 and M-18, In which the specimens from rune M-15 and M -ll, respec
tively, w«*re reused. For runs M-1B through M-33, use was made of uranium from metal 

batch 2023. New specimens were used for each run. Bpectrochemical analyses of the metal 

batches may be found in Table 2.1. Samples 1(34) and 1(35) are both from batch 1 while 
2(A) and 2(B) are  duplicate samples from batch 2.

2.3.2 Purification of the Water
Water distilled in s  two-stage commercial still and boiled under ■ helium atmosphere 

was used (or runs M -l through M-6. However, for runs M-4, M-S, and M-6, the pH of the 

water was too high, and hence they were abandoned. Experiments were started to determine 

the cause.
Water which had been distilled was boiled under a  helium atmosphere to remove any 

entrapped air. The pH of the distillates was then determined. The results listed in Table

2.2 are typical.
Further tests proved that Uae high pH was not a  result of contamination by the stopcock 

grease nor by particles of uranium or uranium oxide which might have been carried into the 
solutions from the tube furnaces by the stream of helium. Analyses did show, however, the 
presence of appreciable amounts of ammonia In the distilled wstsr. Experiments, described 

In Appendix E, established the source of the ammonia as being the helium gas. The partic

ular grade of helium used was found to contain 1 to 6 ppm KHj. Other experiments showed 
that most of the ammonia could be removed by distilling the water from an alkaline perman

ganate solution.

-  40 -
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TABLE 2.1

COMPARISON OP SPECTROCHEM1CAL ANALYSIS OP IMPURITIES IN 
TKRSS BATCHES OP URANIUM USED IN CORROSION WORK

Batch 1, ppm Batch 3, ppm
Element Sample 1(34)* Sample 1(36)* Sample 2(A)* Sample 3(B)* Batch 2023, ppm

Lt 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
Be 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2
B 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 -
Ns 1 1 2 a 4
A1 16 IS 6 6 6
M| 16 20 to 10 4
ft 40 40 SO 30 30
Ca 6 6 6 6 6
V 10 10 10 10 10
Cr 2 2 3 3 3
Mn 2 2 2 6 6
Co 6 9 6 1 6
Nt 6 6 20 16 6
Cv 10 10 10 10 3
Pe 130" 9 3 " 6 2 " 61** 6 0 "
C 620" 490" eoo" 600" 160"

* Analyse! vara  reported (or duplicate sample! 34 and 36 of specimen 1 and duplicate 
samples A and B of specimen t.
••Chemical analysis.

TABLE 2.t

HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATIONS OP SAMPLES OP DISTILLED WATER
Preliminary Distillation

Commercially distilled 6.09
Residue after distillation 6.3
Distillate 9.0

Distillation Prom NsOH plus KMnO  ̂ Solution
1st fraction 6.3
2nd fraction 6.2
3rd fraction 6.9
He passed through boiling 

solution for 5 hr 9.2
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For mo* of the runs subsequent to M 4 , the distilled m U r from Um coom m U l atlll 

i n i  rapidly redistilled from • solatia* of NaOH and KMaO  ̂ U t  sspa ra il distillation column, 

under • small steady stream of helium. Tbs helium had been previously passed through a 
fas  bubbler containing a dilute solution of sulfuric acid.  Thu procedure « u  evidently ids- 

quits lor removing ammonia. Only o m  ran mads after these changes had a pit appreciably 

above 7.0.
For nta M-tO only, (olloainc Um saggssllns of K. R. Jette, CM It Otvtaloa Loader, a 

largs sample of distilled water arts frown and then portions of it ware selected and melted. 

This purified water was then distilled into the vttreoetl recetvli* flash. In order to ream *  
entripped i t r  or oxygen from the distilled water, U was broufbt to ft te ll before being forced 

Into the reaction flask.
Prior to run M-14, sir was removed from the reaction flank by flunking u out with I  

to 10 volumes of helium. For subsequent runs, the system was alternately evacuated with 
a vacuum pump to about 4-mm pressure, and flushed four times with helium Water was 

then forcsd Into the reaction fUsk by helium pressure.
To check the purity of the water used ia each of the runs, analyses were made for pH, 

oxygen content, and electrical conductivity. Tbs pH analysis of the starting water was made 
for rune subsequent to M-ft, the oxygen content analysts for runs after M-9, and the conduc* 

ttvtty measurements for runs after M -U. The result! of these analysts are tabulated Is 

Table 1.1.

1.4 Analytical Procedure*

The corrosion products and the reaction water were analysed by several different 

methods. Only the procedures employed in Group CMR-ft, however, a re  dlacoased In this 

report.
After each run, the specimens were dipped In 3ft per cent nitric a d d  to remove the 

oxide, then weighed on an Ainsworth Type FDJ mlcrobaUnce. The total weight loas of the 

specimens was thus obtained and from this figure a theoretical amount of evolved hydrogen 

could be calculated. Also, the weight loss was compared with the amount of uranium found 
In the accumulated analyses by Group CMR-I of the corrosion products. The slow rate of 

ittack of nitric acid on uranium metal baa been studied and results s r s  reported in Sec. 1.4.ft.

1,4.1 Analysis tor Reacted Uranium

In some Instances, specimens with their adherent oxide coating were weighed before the 

nitric a d d  dtp. The loss In weight occurring during the dip was compared with the weight 

of oxide that was calculated from the amount of uranium In the nitric acid, aa determined by

•  U  -
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TAILS I.l

PURITY O f TK* ftSAOKNT WATW USSS)

Ran Mo.
0 .  Com**, 

PPM
•pacific RsoiaUnrs, 

okm*€m
lama)

0
M-1 * 1.00
M l • • 0.0
M-10 < 1 •  • 1.0
M -tl Appro*. » • 1.4
M -ll Air u  malt 1.1
M -ll 1 101,100 0.0
M-14 1 TI.OOO 4.1
M -ll u Ml,000 1.0ft
M -ll 1 1.114,100 M

M -ll 4 103,100 1.30
M -ll 1 1,003,100 0.4
M -ll ft i .m .o o o 1.4
M-10 • • ft

M-ll* 11 1,001,400 O.ft

M-U»* IS 1,000,400 U
M-23 s 1,000,400 1.0

* Analyst* of w»Ur UMd In run M -ll u i  I p t r  c#nt aalutton In dtu**n* 
“ Analysts of water um4 In run M -ll M l  10 par cent notation la ftosaas.
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O ra *  CM ft -1. Generally, c<«Mdtribj» oxide flaked off the specimens during the run. Con

sequently in# r#*ctloA water « u  filtered tad IN# oxide caught on a weighed, gUas-fritted 
ftUar. TMa filtrate wax analysed for hydrogen-ion cone #«t ration and dissolved uranium.

The oxide v 4 i ikon dried to an a p p le t  tnalely constant w#ight I o m  difficulty « u  en
countered ta (Ida et#p a« th# (triad aside ana hygroscopic. Attempts to overcome tkla dif

ficulty a r t  dtacuaaad la lac. 1.1. The dried oxide van Ikon na«d to Group CMR-l for anal- 

yala. In noma caaas, all of the oxide van aaalyiad for tou t uranium, ta otkar caaaa only 
a small portion van than aaalyiad.

1,4.1 Hydride Analysis
BaciuM Ik# amount of uranium praaant la Um oxide van generally found to ba laaa 

than Ika emousl calculated for UO^ II mi aunpactad that thara vara aaali amount a of hy- 

drlda or "hydroxide'1 praaaid. Aftar run M-13, tka onlda mi alao analysed for M| and 
mot at urn, Tkaoa data ara tabulated ta Table 3 5 and dtacuaaad In tec . 3.4.1. luck apecl- 
mena vara  drtad ta a atreum of helium at 700°C ao that any hydroatd# would preaumably 

ba decon*nnef to tha oat da. Water removed ta Uita ntap van conalderad act to have coma 
from adsorbed motature or kydrido. Subsequently tka specimens vara burned In oxygen and 

the water collected. Water removed In thta Utter etep van aeaumed to hava coma from tka 

hydride.

3,4.3 X-ray Analysis
Portions of the oxide, from a number of rune, vara analyand by means of X-ray tech

niques. In nome Instances, tka X-ray analysts specimens ware made from s portion of the 

adherent oxide costing of tha sample, while In others portions of tka (lltersd and dried oxide 
vara used. In all esaea the samples ware loaded Into capillaries and Debyt-Scherrcr X-ray 
diffraction patterns made with copper Ko radutton.

After run M-0 van completed, an attempt was made to compare the amount of uranium 

found by analysis In the corrosion products with tha amount of uranium consumed, a t  indi

cated by the lots in weight of the specimens during the run. By the time run M-13 had tuna 
rnsde, a general procedure had been developed for making the material balance. It van used, 
with only a few variations, for the real of the runs. The baste steps were ns follows: The 

specimens were removed from the s tirre r  sad dried tn a vacuum desiccator without attempt
ing to remove any of their adherent oxide coating. After drying, they v e r t  weighed. Next, 

tha oxide was removed by dipping the specimens tn 35 per cent nitric acid until thy metallic 
surface was seen to ba free of oxide. Then the specimens vara  rinsed In water and ethyl

- 44 -
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alcohol, dr ltd, lad reweighed. The nitric acid solution was analysed (or to u t uranium.
Tbs reaction aoliallan « m  filtered through « weighed tint-flitted |U u  flUtr. A portion 

of the Ultra!* ta «  removed (or pH determinations M u re  adding waah water. The real of Urn 
filtrate w i  combined with the waah notation* and analysed (or dissolved uranium and total 

uranium.
The residue was dried tn a vacuum desiccator. Attempts were then made to weigh the 

residue to a constant weight. Unfortunately, constant weights could sot be obtained The 
samples seemed quite hygroscopic asd became heavier with each weighing, although they were 

stored tn vacuum desiccator a at room temperature between weighings.

As a result of being unable to obtain constant weights, a aerlea ut timed weighings we a 
started with run M-13. This method of weighing and the significance of ite result a are dis

cussed la Sec. 1.7. After being weighed, the (liters were sent to Group CWR-l to be analysed 
(or uranium. After run 14-13, hydrogen and moisture content was also d ^ r  mined. For some 

runs, the amount of uranium on the fitters was calculated from the amount of oatde as weighed 

ta Group CMR-ft. For the reel of the runs, the amount was determined epectrophotometrlcally 

in Group CMR-l.

The reaction flank and other equipment which were used in handling the corrosion pro

duct were rinsed with 35 per cent nitric add. This solution, designated In the accompanying 
tables as the HNOj cleaning solution, waa analysed (or dissolved uranium In Oruup CMR-1.

3.4,3 Nitric Add Cleaning of the Samples
la order to determine the amount o( pure uranium removed from the specimens during 

the HNOj cleaning step, two pieces of clean uranium ware dipped tn 33 per cent nitric acid 
for 13 min and the solution analysed (or uranium. Only 2.01 mg of the metal were dissolved 
la this length of time,

The amount, although appreciable, haa very little effect on the theoretical yield of hy
drogen. In almost every run, Uw uranium consumed tn the reaction was more than 1 g. Hence 
the effect of a  2-mg t r ro r  would amount to changing the yield uf hydrogen by lees than 0.1 

per cent from the observed value of approximately 30 per cent.

2.3 Calculations

Prior to run M-d, the volume of evolved hydrogen was corrected only for pressure 
changes. The simple formula
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wao (mmnJ, where ** the v u te m a  ot (<• measured in the burette and P i t  barometric
pressure. However, the total p i t  volume, including that contained In the tubing and In the 
flank above the water level, waa subject to pressure vartattone. Thue the corrected volume 
of g a t fluctuated. The reaction flank van then redeetgned to  that the volume of "free" gas 
above the liquid In the flank and In the connecting raptllai y tube# could be determined. The 
formula for the calculations then became

Vd r, H, { I S )  ( » & £  p rm u r*  HjO i t  U°C)) • tr~  f t  l« - T - m )

Thue, correctlone for temperature and the vapor pressure of the water were made. Aa the 
volume of free gat was not known for the earlier rune, It waa Impossible to apply the ascend 
formula to the (feita from these runs

41 -
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Chapter 3

RESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENT'S

3.1 General Summarising Statement

This chapter contains graph* ol the experimental dat* and a detailed description ol each 
run. Bumv repetition of Information given elsewhere In this report la evident but la bettered 
justified as  II allows comparison of the graph for each run with the complete expert mental 
technique used for that particular run. Another section of the chapter Includes a detailed 
presentation of the material balance made for each run. Briefer sections Include the follow- 
Inf subjects: the yield of bydrugen, appearance of th* specimens, reaction arreata, and aome 
analytical resulta. More of the analytical results may be found In Ch. 4, where the results 
of the experiments a re  more fully discussed.

In Table 3.1 a summary Is presented f'>r the rates of reaction for each run, showing 
the length of run, the length of the Incubation period If any was observed, the rates of reac
tion and the length of time auch rates existed In the runs where the rates changed during ex
posure, the length of time that the reaction solutions were stirred, and finally, the general 
appearance of the graph. During many of the runs, the glass hooks on which the specimens 
were suspended broke either because of faulty design or faulty annealing. In some other runs, 
the specimens were thrown from the hooks by centrifugal force. For four runs, M-l, M-2, 
M-17 and M-tO, the solutions were stirred during the entire run. The results do not appear 
to be significantly different from those obtained from the unstirred runs, nor was thsre a 
change In ths rate of evolution when stirring was discontinued.

3.1.1 experimental Graphs of Each Run
Ths expert mental graphs of the 14 successful runs (Figs. 14 through 3?) are presented 

in this section. The rates of reaction are noted on the graphs, and the portion of the curve* 
for which they obtain la marked.

3,1.3 Experimental Details of Each Bun

All of the significant details and the results of each run are summarised In this section.
Run M-1--Thls run (Fig. 14), which was continued for 373 hr, was made with a tingle

3.3 Presentation of the Rate Data
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TABLE 3.1

SUMMARY O F RAT* DATA

Length Tim# Incubation Rets,
cc/cm*/hr

Run o (  r u n . stirred. period. IXiratloa, Appsarenre o1Ho. hr hr hr hr
M-l 303 0-180 SO 0.0483 173-303 Accelerating
■4-1 32.3 0-80 Hone 0.0180 0-83 Llnsar
M-7 313 Notts 10 - - Decreeing
M-« T9I C-80 Hone 0.0078 0-780 Llnsar
M-10 703.8 0-180 200 0.0481 800-784 Accelerating
M-ll 173.1 Non* None 0.0134 0-138 Llnsar

0.0737 138-173 Llnsar
M-ll 1108.3 0-34 223 0.0717 800-1000 Accslsratlng

0.0618 1000-1108
M-ll 1013.7 0-780 Hone 0.0017 0-1012 Linear

M-14 1301.1 0-800 100 0.0018 180-1000 Linear (aa arrant
0.0018 1000-2102 from 1800-1680)

M- 1ft 804.3 0-473 OO Nef. M •
M-H 107.8 0-80 None 0.0110 0-187 Linear
M-17 108.3 Kntlrs run 18 0.0076 88-188.8 Linear
M-1S 1108.8 0-188 00 0.0431 880-1170 Accelerating

0.0148 80-280 Linear (an
M-H 1307.3 None 80 0.0338 380-800 arreM from

0.0374 800-1378 800-800)
0.0317 800-1118
0.0271 1128-1400

M-20 1101.8 Entire run 880 0 . 0 1 1 1

0.0222
1400-1880
1880-1878 Linear

0.0114 1773-1000
0.0178 8db0-tl82

M-ll 1820.2 Entire run - N#f. . x y j j  a*

M-23 1802.4 Entire run - tof. • •
M-23 1111.4 0-873 Hone 0.0448 880-1111 Accelerating to

linear
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T \ t  14. Corroatcn rat* of uranium in dutillml val*r, Run M-l
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specimen. Tbe weight loss of the specimen was 0.3786 g, which la equivalent to a  theoreti

cal hydrogen yield of 71.3 cc, M compared with the observed yield of 84.6 cc. However, 
this observed figure was not corrected for the free gas In the flask.

The reaction took place with an accelerating rate. An Incubation period n< about 30 hr 

was observed.;! The rate tor the range from 20 to 100 hr was 0.0214 cc/cm 2/hr, which in

creased with time to 0.0463 cc/cm2/h r  for the last 76 hr of this run. Steps may bs observed 
In the graphical presentation of the data. These steps are believed to be the result of bub

bles of hydrogen, which entered the burette below the water level, having to build up enough 
pressure to rise  through the water and escape from the Inlet tube before adding to the volume 

of the gas above the water. Thus, the volume of gas above the water was Increased In spurts 

corresponding In time to the liberation at the bubbles.

Run M-2—This run (Pig. 15) was stopped at the end of 52.5 hr because of a  leak in the 

system. The metal weight loss was 0,1144 g, which Is equivalent to a theoretical yield of
21.5 cc of hydrogen, aa compared to the observed value of 12.3 cc. The Initial rate of re 

action waa 0.0180 cc/cm 2/hr. However, the reaction nuf not conttnuH long enough to deter

mine whether the reaction would have continued at a linear or an accelerating rate. The 

oxide product was identified as UOj by X-ray analysis.

Runs M-3, M-4, M-5, M-6--Theae four runs were made In connection with testa for 
determining the cause of the high pH found In the distilled water. They are discussed In 

Appendix E. No other data were obtained.
Run 11-7—For this run, use was mate of the same metal specimen used In runs M-l 

snd M-2. The run was stopped after 213 hr when difficulty was encountered with overheating 

of the bath, caused by a failure of the circulating pump. The metal weight loss was 1.3144 g, 

which corresponds to a theoretical hydrogen yield of 247.3 cc, aa compared to the observed
15.5 cc of hydrogen. Theae data indicated the presence of a leak.

Run M«8—This run waa not begun since some of the permanganate solution waa carried 
over Into the receiving flask during the distillation.

Run M-9—This run (Fig. 16) might be considered the first successful run. At the end 

of 701 hr, a total of 70.83 cc of hydrogen had been evolved. This figure was corrected for 

the amount of free gas above the solution and is  compared with the theoretical value of 

75.76 cc. A total of 0.4026 g of uranium was oxidised to UOj. An attempt was made to bal
ance the amount of corrosion products gained against the amount of metal lost by comparing 

the weight of uranium found In the corrosion products by chemical analysis with the actual 

weight loss of the specimen. However, Insufficient data were available for a  complete or ac

curate balance. More uranium was found by analytical methods than could be accounted for

-  50 -
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In the loa i of weight of the specimen. Water absorbed by the oxide on the specimen could 

account for the discrepancy. The rate of reaction, 0.0076 cc cm2 hr, was linear with little  

scatter about the line.

Run M -10--T h is  run (Fig. 17) was the d ra t In which two specimens of uranium were 

used. A total of 321.1 cc of hydrogen was ewolwed In 703.5 hr. The last four points are not 

shown In Fig. 17 since there was a question about their accuracy. An incubation period of 

300 hr was observed. The rate of reaction steadily accelerated until aoout 550 hr, when It 

became linear with a rate of 0.048& cc /cm */h r. After 600 hr the characteristic black sludge 

was present In the flask. The final appearance of the specimens was unusual in that they 

seemed to have been oxidised In layers with the edges of the specimens badly split. Photo* 

graphs of the specimens appear In Fig. 28. No final weight measurements were taken be* 

cause U was Impossible to remove the oxide from  between the layers.

There was another unusual occurrence. While the oxide was being dried by exposing It 

to an Infrared bulb, a small burning piece of material fe ll from the specimen. This was the 

firs t Indication thnt hydride might be present In the corrosion products.

Run l t - l l * »A 100*ml burette was Installed for this run (Fig. 18). No Incubation psrlod 

was observed. The rate, which followed s linear growth law, was 0.0134 cc /cm */h r with s 

total of 56.6 cc of hydrogen observed In 273.2 hr. A sharp break upward with a rate of 

0.0737 cc/cm */h r occurred s i 235 hr. The last two points Indicate that the break phenomenon 

was not real.

The weight loss of uranium, 0.4823 g, gave a theoretical hydrogen yie ld of 87.0 cc, as 

compared with the observed 56.6 cc.

A better and mors complete weight balance was obtained although again the amount of 

uranium In the corrosion products was grsater than could be accounted for by the conversion 

of the uranium metal lost to Its oxide.

Run M -12--A  new style flask with a graduated neck waa installed for th is run (Fig. 19). 

The s tirre r, which had s  mercury seal, broke 34 hr after the run was started and allowed 

a ir  to enter the system. The specimens were repollshed and the run was started again using 

the same water. The aystem was not flushed with helium so that this run, with a ir  In the 

system, could be compared with the previous runs which were made In an a ir-free  system.

The run continued for 1205 hr with s tota l evolution of 750.1 cc of hydrogen. An Incu

bation period of 225 hr was observed. A fter th is  period the rate gradually Increased until 

at 600 hr the rate became linear and was 0.0727 cc/cm 2/h r .  At about 1000 h r, there appeared 

a alight break when the rate, a lto  linear, decreased to 0.0618 cc/cm2 'hr.

A total of 4.6182 g of uranium was oxidised. Theoretically this should have yielded

*  6 3  -
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906.7 cc of hydrogen, as compared with the 750.1 cc observed. Analyst* of (he corrosion 

products In Group CMR-1 showed 4.78080 g of uranium, as compared with the weight loss of 

4.9UIM 9 g, s  discrepancy of 0.0 per cent. After mercury from the stirrer entered the r e 
action flask and contaminated the filtered oxtde In a  manner not previously observed, this 

type of s tir re r  with a mercury seal was not used In any further runs.

Run I I - 13—8everal changes were made for run M-13 (Fig. 20): The magnetic s tirre r  

was Introduced, conductivity measurements were made on the reaction water, the solution In 

the burette was changed to malachite green and Na^SO^, and for the first time the corrosion 

products were analysed for Hg and HgO.

The run was stopped at the end of 2019.7 hr with a total of 82.2 cc of hydrogen evolved. 

This was such a great variation from the theoretical value of 222.8 cc that a leak In the sys

tem was suspected.

No Incubation period was observed and the rate appeared to be linear at 0.0017 cc/cm */hr.

Run M-13 displayed a considerable amount of cyclic variation or wavutess about the 

line. The waves seemed to run roughly In cycles of 100 to 200 hr. Dally variations tn room 

temperature and pressure were discounted as  the cause because of the length of the cycles.

There was some correlation Indicated between the direction of deviation from the 
' straight line and the direction of change In the plot of P/T , where P Is the atmospheric pres- 

- sure and T Is the Beckman reading of the bath temperature. The latter was used ralher than 

the true bath temperature in order to increase the site of the variations. The directions of 

deviation can be explained If the measured volume of gas was stabilised by the "slugs" of 

water In the capillary tubing of the equipment. Thus the corrected volume went up when the 
atmospheric pressure was high, since the measured volume did not decrease in response to " 

the ambient pressure. A similar wariness was observed In the fraph from run M-14 (Fig. 21). 

However, In this case the waves seem to follow a 24-hr cycle.

After 1100 hours, 82 cc oI oxygen gas were Intentionally admitted to the reaction flask. 
There was no apparent change in rate as a result of this addition.

The loss of uranium fron  the specimens agrees to within 0.9 per cent with the uranium 

found In the corrosion products by chemical analysis.
Among the oxide products was a black powder which remained In the reaction flask and 

was Insoluble tn HNOj. X-ray identification of the powder showed It to be essentially UOg 
but It contained a second constituent which was Indicated by the presence of two unknown 

lines. The strongest was at d • 4.11. No further Identification has bjen made.

Run M-14—Difficulty was encountered tn maintaining the temperature constant to *0.2°C 

for the concurrent runs M-14 (Pig. 21) and M-15. The difficulty was traced to the proximity

-  87 -
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Fig. 21. Corrosion rate of uranium In distilled water, Run M-14
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of the two Thermocaps to each other and waa solved when one Thermocap was replaced with 
a mercury relay.

Run M-14 continued for 2301.8 hr with an evolution of 78.8 cc of hydrogen, as compared 
with the theoretical value of 70.5 cc. A leak waa suspected five days before the end of the 
run. Since efforts to locate and eliminate the leak may have affected the flia l readings, 
these readings were not Included In the computations. An Incubation period of 160 hr was 
observed, from  100 to 1000 hr, the rate of reaction waa 0.0010 cc/cm 3/h r. For the rest 
of the run the rate was 0.002B cc/cra3/h r. An a rres t was apparently observed from 1500 
to 1750 hr, but following the arrest the slope was the same as before.

Run M -15—This was an unsuccessful run which was stopped after 594.3 hr when the 
control equipment failed and the temperature of the bath fell to room temperature.

The reaction showed an Incubation period of about 80 hr, then gas evolved suddenly at 
about 100 hr. For the rest of the run, the rate wae negative, resulting In about 1.5 cc loss 
In observed hydrogen.

g u n M- 16—'This run (Fig. 22) was stopped at the end of 167.9 hr. A total of 42.6 cc 
of hydrogen was evolved at the rate of 0.0120 cc/cm 3/hr. No final data on weights or pH 
were taken because it was felt that the extreme variations In temperature which had occurred 
during the run would make such data unreliable.

RunJj<M7--Thls run (Fig. 23) was stopped at the end of 256.6 hr. Reaction proceeded 
linearly with a rate of 0.0078 cc/cm*/hr.

Run M-18—1This run (Fig. 24) was made with the same specimens that were used for 
run M -ll, An incubation period of 60 hr was observed. The rate from 650 hr to the end 
of the run at 1169.6 hr appeared to be linear anJ was 0.0431 cc/cm2/h r, with very little 
scatter. A total of 571.4 cc of hydrogen was observed, as compared with the theoretical 
value of 056.2 cc which Is a deviation of about 13 per cent. Analysts of the corrosion pro
m t s  showed the presence of 1.3 per cent moisture and 0.04 per cert Hj.

Run M-19—This run (Fig, 25) was the first In which the higher purity metal stock,
1023, was used, kl-19, which lasted for 1367.5 hr, proceeded at a linear rate after a 50-hr 
Incubation period. An arrest of about 100 hr was observed at 800 hr. The rate before this 
arrest was 0.0336 cc/cm 8/h r and after was 0.0374 cc/cm*/hr.

The total hydrogen evolution waa 532.8 cc, which Is about 19 per cent less than theo
retical value of 648.3 cc. Analyses of thi products showed 2.3 per cent moisture and 0.0027 
per cent Hg.

Richard Kandel, Group GMX-2, analysed two samples of the evolved gas by means of 
a mass spectrometer. The results are described In Sec. 3.4.2.

.  80 -
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fo r the ftrat tisra. ft aerlso oi timed weighings « u  me*  «  the corrosion products 
K«•<»« tr«  4 w r l M  is  Bee 1.1.

Ban M-2»~Ttoa r a  lfl«  ftrdl om  w ait using the tweed ail tea apparatus
A* incubation par tod UMed lor 8*0 hr tad  t o  the lowest that m  otoaervsd Tto rata after 
this period ippesred (a to  linear with Might t to n ji i  « c « rrU |. Tto rata * u  0.0911 cc cm* la 
tor approximately 400 tor during thta par tod From 1100 to 18T* to Um rata a u  0.0222 
cc cm3 to From I8T* la 2181 0 to. tto rad of tto  raft, tto rate <«• 0 0124 cc cm* to,
A total to 310 T cc to hydrogen wte evolved, t t  compared with tto theoretical value to 
•81.1 cc. Tto low evolution to hydrogen and tto  general ippetrance to tto  ra ta t mduates 
tto  poaatfttltty to a leak

OH, either dteertvad from tto wane* aaad to aaai tto neck to tto  Oaak or from tto oU 
bath, raft praaato ta tto  reaction wot *r aad coatamtaatad tto cor raataa product# ao that M 
was ImpoatoMa to obtain accurate weight data

Ren Id-21 and ht-23-T w o rune, M -ll and M-22, war* mad* using d toaua u t t o  M U  
port tosi to tto raactten atototoa U> datarmtas tto  aflact to n U r  cone ant ration oo tto raacttaa 
velocity. Para dlosaaa was aaad tocaaaa H has been Mows to h m  ao cor root <r« aflact m  
ar—ftw . Itaa M*2t cowtataad I par csot water aad M-22. 10 pa? cant molar

Tto dhooaas oo* portftad by raflaxing tt with poUaetum to destroy any paroasdaa. ka. 
totoft, aad aldehyde# praoaal It mas ttoa dtattUad safely by conventional methods

Bacawas tto dtoaaaa attacksd tto m i  (Aptaaoo V) mOick mas aaad ta  aaoi tto Oaak. 
mtotaa ailvec chloride mm  spread around tto sock to tto flaak and covered with gtyptal 

la both raoa, tto  liquid level 1st tto tmratta root ao that tt moa aboaa tto  taro Has. 
Bscsaaa to tto  negative praaaara within tto raacttaa lUaft. U was Impossible to take raadlnga 
and thaa there a r t  oo poottira d«u available foa hydrogen evolution Tto caaoa to tto da- 
craaaa ta praaaara ta wahaown.

: Baaad on tto loaa to matgM to tto specimens. tto (olloming rnlman wart calculated 
tor tto theoretical volume to evolved hydrogen:

TABLE 2.2

THEORETICAL VOLUME O f HYDROGEN EVOLVED FOR RUNS M-21 AMD M-22

H -0  In T h e o re t ic a l
R on No. L ength  to  ro a , h r d tax an e . % h y d ro g en , cc

M -S t 1*20.1 l 21.10

M -22 1802.4 to 2.12

- II •
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Fig. 26. Corrosion rate of uranium In distilled water, Run M-20
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Hun M-23--The vitreous atUca apparatus was used tn thla run (Ftg. 27), which continued 

(or 1211.4 hr. A total of 991.5 cc of hydrogen waa evolved, aa compared to tba thaoratlcal 

value of 427.9 cc. The rata of reaction gradually accelerated until it became linear at about 

1000 hr. The rate following thla time waa 0.0445 cc/cnw hr with little scatter about the 

line. The lose tn weight of the apectmena agreed to within 0.1 per cant with the analysts of 

the corrosion products by Group CMIM.
The filtered corrosion products from run M-23 were divided into two portions so that 

It might be determined whether the weight gain observed In the series of timed weighings 
(Bee. 1.7) waa a result of. oxidation of a  compound such as the hydride or "hydroxide." The 

(tret portion was weighed twice by the timed aeries method and analysed for the Hj and H^O 

content. After eight more series of weighings; the second portion was analysed. The results 

are shown tn Table 9.9.

TABLK 9.9

ANALYSIS OF PRODUCTS FROM RUN M-23

1st half, % 2nd half, %
2.12 3.025
0.01 0.095

In Bee. 5.7 It is shown that the weight Increase in the specimens la greater than can 

be accounted for by water pickup. Hence, the Increase is concluded to be a result of oxida
tion of the hydride or hydrate. Therefore, the Increase tn both hydrogen and water, shown 

tn Table 9.9, appears to be anomalous If hydride la involved.

9.9 Hydrogen Yield

It has been possible, In this report, to compare the actual amount of hydrogen evolved 

with the theoretical yield. The theoretical yield has been calculated from the weight loea of 
the uranium specimen and has been taken as 100 per cent. These data are summarised in 
Ttble 9.4.

-  1 7  -
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TABLE $.4

DATA ON HYtWOO&N TIILO

Hydrogen Th>oreticnl
Run No. evolved, cc hydrogen, cc % Yield

Preliminary Experiments
M-l •4.1 11.3 118 8
M*S 13.9 11.9 44.4
V 4 IS.I 343.34 4.1
M 4 T l.l 19.14 104.3
M-10 S31.1 He final weight •

Pinal Expert meat a
M*ll 54 1 n o 94.4
M -ll 150.1 900.1 •3 1
H 4 I 53.1 132.9 23.4
M-14 T i l 10.9 101.4
14*11 43.4 No final weight •
14*11 11.1 M .t 94.4
14*11 411.4 940.3 91.1
M-19 433.1 943.3 92.3
M*30 310.1 941.5 41.0
M*ai Negative 22.10 •
M*23 Negative 3.33 • •
M* 23 391.4 411.3 91.4

The following eectlon contain! several summaries of analytical reeulte that w»r» ob
tained throughout this aerlea of experiment*. In naarly m r y  » M  except lor methane anal* 
yae*. the analytical work was dona by Group CI4R-1. The lummarlfi are presented here with 
only a low remark* because a more complete discussion Is included In Chapter 4.

3 4.1 Hydride and Moisture Anal ye#«
In Table 3.4 are eummartsed the analytea lor Hj and moleture In weight per cent. 

Oood precision was obtained In the multtpltcate determinations. The agreement between data 
lor different runs Indicates that deviations from the composition UOj are significant. Side 
and competing reactions may possibly produce such compounds as UHj and UOj. tll^O.

-  0 9  -
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T O U  M

SUMMARY O f  H T W U D i AKA1Y9M

free  hydrogen. Moisture
Teel He. * .  f t

!S*C t i t to t
1 4 * 0 0.94 l.l
14*1 o n l.t
l t . r 0,11 1.1
! • « « 0.00 M

0 0 4 1 4
0,01 l 1
o.os t.l
oot 1 S

Av 0 .04 Av. 1 .)

1 9 -0 0 .00*1 u
*0-C» 0 ,1 0 M

0.11 1.1
M B * 0.01 t i t

0.01 tta
0.01 1 .4*

* J - 0 » o.os S.01
0 0 4 1.04

•Tests were made on various portions of the specimen.

3 4.2 M MMMjll  ,Mmm
Because carbon WAS prrevnt in significant amounts In the uranium «»*tal a t  uranium 

monocarbide, it van believed lhal methane gat would form aa a result ot the reaction of 

water on the carbide and be present la the evolved gases.
Seven samples at Ike fa t  taken during three different rune were analysed with a mats 

spectrometer by R. J. Kandel, Group GMX-2. la the first three samples, a ir contamination, 

because of leaky stopcocks oa the sampling bulb, was so great that analysis for methane was 
virtually impossible. The specimen from run M-IO was contaminated by oil leaking'into the 
reaction flask from the oil bath. Although the results from these four analyses are listed Is 

Table *.g, it Is felt that the methane data are sot very significant. However, the ratio of 

hydrogen to helium ts significant.
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TABLE 1.9

PERCENTAUX COMPOSTKW OP THE
OAI PROM RUM M -lt, lft-19 AND M*»0

Length of
Run No. run. b ra A ir, % Hr % Me. % ch4, % H ,0 .  %

111* 70 M S < 0 .1

M -19 9 H * 99 .9 O .t o . s > 0 .1

I1IS 914 • 3 .4 9 .0 l . l - t . S

307* W Jk 1 4 1S.9

M -19 • 0 0 S.I7 •M S 19 97 0 06 0.06

1S07 4.91 M IS M l 0 .1 0 0.10

M-SO I5 0 3 c • 0 .0 0.11 WWW 0 .3 7 1.69

‘ Inaccurate becauaa of conU ml nation

Bw»«n  only tha raUtlvs amounts of hjrdrogan, helium, and mathane are aigntflcant, tha 
p i  composition v a i calculated on an alr-fraa taaala and the percentage# of thaea thraa p m  
a rt Hal ad la Tibia 1.7. The praaanca of hallum wai a raault of the initial fluahli* and fill* 
ln | of tha apparatus. Aa shown la Tabta S.l and particularly by tha data for run M-19 In 
Table S.l tha amount of hallum praaaat dacroaaaa aa tha run conttnuta.

TABLE 3.7

ANALYSIS OP UAJ EVOLVED, CORRECTED POR AIR CONTENTS

Run No, •ampllng lima, hr H|t  % Ha. % CH4, %

M -ll 11*1 88.70 1.40 3.90
M-19 600 •6.63 S1.10 0.07

1367 •4.09 »:•! 0.10

Tha ptreanUge of mathaaa la alfnlftcantly higher In run M -ll than In run M-19. A 
partial aaplanatlon (or thla difference may ba that tha uranium epaclman used in run M-19 
cama from matal batch t  and conUlnad 600-ppm carbon wharaaa tha apaclman tor run M-19 
cama from batch SOU which conUlnad only 160-ppm carbon. Tha Inc ran aa of methane with 
Increasing lima la a raault of U»a dacraaaa In hallum coolant aa expUtned abort. Tha 
walfht of uranium dttseolead in run M-19 waa 3.445 g. Tha carbon contant corresponding to

- 71 -
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this weight should give 1.03 cc of methane If totally converted The observed yield of methane 

t i l  0,11 cc, calculated from Um toUl amount of evolved gases, 03) cc. The percenUge of 

methane found was, therefore, 0.100 per cent of the total evolved g a m  Since only S3 per 

cent of the calculated amount of evolved hydrogen e ta  collected tn Ihte run, one might ae- 
eume that only St per cent of the methane e ta  aleo collected. In U a te  event 0.64 cc ahould 

have been observed. Hence a correlation between hydrogen yield and methane yield, euch aa 
would be suggested by the presence of a leak, dost not seem justified.

Then# data Indicate that carbon, preaent aa UC, does participate tn the corroeton re 
action. Although there ta apparently no significant correlation between rale and carbon con* 
tent, carbtdea may aertoualy affect the reproducibility. Thta factor ahould not be overlooked 

tn planning future experiments.

1.4.1 Soluble Uranium « Oroup CMR-1 Aaalyaea of the Filtrates
Typical values Indicating the low solubility of uranium In the reaction water are given 

tn Table t . t .  All the eoluttona contained approximately one liter.

TABLE 3.1

SUMMARY OF DATA INDICAT IK) THE SOLUBILITY OF URANIUM

Run No. Dissolved U, mg Initial
Change tn pH 

F lm l Change

M-9 4.4 6.0 1.4 ♦ 2.4
M -10 <1 7.0 7.1 ♦0.1
M -ll 1.11 T.4 7.0 -0.4
M-13 1.04 I I 1.2 -1.2
M-14 0.11 4.) 7.4 ♦ 2.1
M-15 0.4) 7.W 1.0 ♦0.05
M-17 ND<0.01 7.29 5.2 -2.06
M -ll ND<0.01 44 i.S -1.6
M -ll 0.34 7.4 1.1 • 0. )

M-S0 ND<0.01 • - -
M -tl 4.33 6.1 • •

M -ll 0.30 e .i - •

M-33 ).02 7.0 6.6 -0.4

>■4.4 pH Changws

On the baste of Ue dtecuaalon given tn Sec. 1.2.S, pertaining to the hydrolysis of UUV)

- 73 -
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Iona, U would appear that lh» corrosion reaction in the Tver>111 tense It not the Ionic reac
tion represented by

U . 4HjO* —♦  U*4 - 4HjO - W L

but rather the simpler one involving the reaction of water with the metal. Therefore, a 
significant chance In the hydrogen-ion concentrations would not be expected. Table 1.1 la 
a summary of data obtained (or the initial and final pH values. It may be seen that the 
changes are small and that there Is no algnlflcant trend.

Data have been summarised In Table 3.9 to show the number of moles of both uranium 
and water present at the start of etch run and the number of molea of each consumed durtr.g 
the run. Thee# data show that only a small traction of both reactants was consumed.

TABLE 9.1

SUMMARY OP THE NUMBER OP MOLES OP URANIUM AND 
OP WATER CON8UMED DURING RUNS

Run No.
Moles of 
U at start

Moles of 
U consumed

Moles of 
« 20  at start

Moles of 
HjO consumed

M-l 0.09517 0.00139 41.020* 0.00310
M l 0.03340 0.00048 40.020* 0.00090
M-7 0.03115 0.00352 40.020* 0.01104
I M 0.03075 0.00109 40.178 0.00338

M-U 0.03247 0.00194 55.493 0.00388

M -ll 0.03227 0.02024 35.294 0.04048
M-19 0.03411 0.00497 55.877 0.00994

M-14 0.03390 0.00137 55.8)0 0.00314
M - 13 0.03241 0.00003 50.003 0.00010
M-17 0.02408 0.00000 00.054 0.00120

M -ll 0.02413 0.01405 55.049 0.02930
M-19 0.02204 0.01447 70.549 0.02894
M-20 0.02271 0.01445 55.255 0.02890
M-at 0.02143 0.00052 57.230 0.00!04
M-22 0.02137 0.00003 53.990 0.00010
M-23 0.02225 0.00954 55.199 0.01908

Estimated
•
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3.9 Material Balances

The following tables, 3.10 through 3 31, include a summary of the material balances 
and the individual balance for each of eleven rune. Several things should be noted concerning 
the individual balances. All figures marked with an asterisk  are calculations based on aside 
weights. The double asterisk indicates that the aside weight has been corrected for the 
amount of moisture and hydrogen contained tu it, according to Group CMR-1 analyses The 
symbol CMR-1 or CMR-9 appeattng In parentheses Indicate* In which group the weighing 
was done. The letter which also appears In parentheses Indicates (he sample number on 
the analysis request form. The plus sign which appears with the variation figure Indicates 
that more uranium was found by chemical analysis than could have been accounted for by the 
weight loss of the specimen.

TABLE 9.10

SUMMARY OF WEIGHT BALANCES

U consumed U in products
(by wt. diff. ), (by analysis), Variation,

Run No. I 8 1 Per cent

M-9 0.4026 04086 *0.0040 ♦ 1.49
M -U 0.4629 0.5432 *0.0809 *17.8
M-12 4.8202 4.9483 •0.1311 * 1.66
M-1J 1.1640 1 1730 •0.0110 • 0.93
M -14 0 3747 0.3900 *0.0153 * 4.06
M-lft 0.0109 0.0104 •0.0005 - 4 59
M-17 0.1422 0 1391 •0.0031 • 2.16
M-18 3.4873 3.5400 ♦0.0527 ♦ 1 51
M-19 3.4453 3.5473 *0.1020 * 2.96
M-21 0.1227 0.1275 *0.0048 « 3 91
M- 23 2.3709 2.2515 •0.0194 • 0.85

-  7 4  -
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TABLE 3 . i t

MATERIAL BALANCE FOR RUN M-9(

Original metal specimen 
Final specimen and oxide 
Final clean specimen 
Uranium conaumed

7.3111769 g 
6.9900426 g 
6 9185602 g

Oxides
On specimen (CMR-5) 
Total uranium In oxides

O.OS42 g*
w !

0.0615 g

Solutions

Final solution (CMR-1)

Uranium from analysis 
Uranium consumed 
Variation 
Per rani

TABLE 3.11

MATERIAL BALANCE FOR RUN M -ll

Original metal specimen 
Final specimen and oxide 
Final clean specimen 
Uranium consumed

7.7305914 g 
7.635990 g 
7.269390 g

Oxides
On specimen (CMR-S) 
Precipitate In flaak (CMR-5) 
Total uranium In oxides

W V g

0.2679 |  
0.3471 k

Solutions

Dissolved U (CMR-1, U-Ej

Uranium from analysis 
Uranium consumed 
Variation 
Per cenl

(a) Notea lor table on page 93.

CONFIDENTIAL

0.4036 g

0.0542 g

0 9544 g

0.4096 g 
0.4036 g

♦ 0.0090 g
♦ 1.49

0.4623 g

0.5419 g

0.0013 g

0 5432 g 
0.4623 g

e 0.0609 K 
♦ 17.5
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TABLE S.tS

MATERIAL BALANCE FOR NUN M-I3li)

Or (final matal apart man 
Final apart man and oxtd* 
Final claun apaciman 
Uranium fooaumad

7 4913744 f 
4 1432497 5 
t M u m  «

4 1303 «

O H n U tt)j
X-ray (CMH-4, kl-Di 
X-ray iCMR*4, Il-C) 
Hilar (CUN-1, IM i 
filtar (CM it- 1, 11-J) 
Fillar (CMIt-1, ll-K | 
Flllar (CMN-I. 1344 
Total uranium in osidta

0 o u t  i  • o 0111 e
O.OOdl f* O N II f
1 2400 |
0 1440 1
0 0114 f
1 3400 f

1 4719 |

Solutions
t

NUNN (CMft-l, 12-E)
HNOj dtp (CM I t-1, 12-F) 
UNO. claanlng (CMN-1, 12.ID 
Total uranium In aolutlona

0,0414 g 
1 0400 f
o iseo c

1 1744 «

Uranium Irom analyata 
Uranium conaumad

4 0411 g 
4 1203 f

Variation . o 1241 «
Par can! ♦ 2 M

U) Notan lor U blt on pa«« IS.
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TABLE 3.14

M ATERIAL BALANCE FOR RUN M-13( l)

Original metal specimen 
F inal specimen and oxide 
Final clean specimen 
Uranium consumed

8.1311793 t 
7.1714015 g 
(.9372146 g

1.1840 g

Oxides

X -ray  (CMR-5, 13-E) 
Hg spec (CMR-1, 13-C) 
F ille r  (CMR-1, 13-K) 
Total uranium In oxides

0.0079 g*
0.1108 g **
0.0270 g

w2
0.0090 g
0.1260 g

M oisture 
and Hg

0.17%

1.0457 g

Solutions

F iltra te  (CMR-1, 13-J) 0.0020 g
HNOj dtp (CMR-1, 19-11) 0.0815 g
HNOj cleaning (CMR-1, 13-0) 0.0438 g 
Total uranium In solutions 0.1279 g

Uranium from  analysis 
Uranium consumed 
Variation 
Per cent

1.1730 g 
1.1840 g
0.0110 g
0.09

(a) Notes fo r table on page 83.
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TABLE 3.15

MATERIAL BALANCE FOR RUN M -14W

Original metal specimen 
Final specimen and oxide 
Final clean specimen 
Uranium consumed

Oxides

X-ray (CMR-5, 14-E)
H2  (CMR-5, 14-D)
H2 (CMR-5, 14-1)
F ilte r (CMR-1, 14-J) 
Total uranium in oxides

Solutions

F iltra te  (CMR-1, 14-K)
HNOj dip (CMR-1, H-H)
HNO, cleaning (CMR-1, 14-G) 0.0027 g
Total uranium in solutions 0.1230 g

Uranium from analysis 0.3000 g
Uranium consumed 0.3747 g
Variation * 0.0153 g
P er cent * 4  03

(a) Notes for table on page 83.

3 0844210 g 
7.9831903 g 
7.7007045 g

0.3747 g

0.0030 g» 
0.1187 g "  
0.0050 g*» 
0.0485 g

0.0034 g 
0.1384 |  
0.1105 g

Moisture 
and l!2

1.28%
1.57%

0.2881 g

0.0032 g
0.1180 g
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TABLE 3.16

MATERIAL BALANCE FOR RUN M-15

Original metal specimen 7.7158206 g
Final specimen and oxide 7.7163953 g
Final clean specimen 7.7049477 g
Uranium consumed 0.0109 g

Oxides

Unweighed specimen used for X-ray analysis

Solutions u

Filtrate (CMR-1, 16-C) 0.0006 g
HNO. dip (CMR-1, 15-D) 0.0098 g
Total uranium In solutions 0.0104 g

Uranium from analysis 
Uranium consumed 
Variation 
Per cent

<

1 - * «

0.0104 g 
0.0109 g f

-  0.0005 g f
-  4.58

pp|?
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Oxides y

H2 spec. (CMR-5, 17-F) 0.085® g**
Total uranium in oxide*

0.0645 g

Moisture 
and Hj

M l %
0.0550 (

Solutions

Filtrate (CMR-1, 17-B) 0.0020 g
Filtrate (CMR-1, 17-C) 0.0260 g
HNOj cleaning 0.0186 g
HNOj cleaning o!o00® g
HNOj dip 0.0348 g
Total uranium In solutions 0.0832 g

Uranium from analysis 
Uranium consumed 
Variation 
P er cent

0.1391 g 
0.1422 |  
0.0031 g 
2.18

(a) Notes (or table on page 83.
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TABLE 3,17

MATERIAL BALANCE FOR RUN M-17(t)

Original metal specimen 
Final specimen and oxide 
Final clean specimen 
Uranium consumed

5.8754000 g 
5.8377973 g 
5.7331953 g

0.1422 g
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TABLE 3.18

MATERIAL BALANCE FOR RUN M-18(a)

Original metal apectmen 
Final specimen and aside 
Final clean specimen 
Uranium consumed

5.7450000 g 
2.6488564 g 
2.2577367 g

3.4879 g

Oxides
X-ray (CMR-5, 18-0) 
Hj spec (CMR-5, 18-H)

U

0.0039 g* 
1.3807 g "

U01 and H] 
0.0097 |
1.5880 g 1.94*

Moisture 
and H)

U analysis (CMR-1, 18-1) 0.7940 g
Saved 0.8050 g* 1.0268 g
Total uranium In asides

Solutions

HNOs dip (CMR-1, 18-D) 0.3930 g
llNOj cleaning (CMR-1, 18-E) 0.1140 g
Total uranium in solutions 0.4470 g

Uranium from analysis 3.5400 g
Uranium consumed
Variation
Per cent

3.4879 g
♦ 0.0527 g
♦ 1.51

(a) NoUs for table on page 63.
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TABLE 3.19

MATERIAL BALANCE FOR RUM M-19(i)

Original metal specimen 
Final specimen and oxide 
Final clean specimen 
Uranium consumed

5.2481036 g 
1.9969297 g 
1.8028349 g

3.4493 |

Oxides U VO 2

Filter (CMR-5) 3.3907 g» 3.8465 *•••
Total uranium to oxides 3.3907 g

Solutions
Filtrate (CMR-l, 19-D) 0.0002 g
HNOs cleaning (CMR-l, 19-E) 0.0244 g 
HNO3 dip (CMR-l, 19-F) 0.1320 g
Total uranium In solutions 0.1566 g

Uranium from analysts 
Uranium consumed 
Variation 
Per cent

3.9473 |  
3.4493 g

♦ 0.1020 g
♦ 2.96

(a) Notes (or table on page 83.
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TABLE 3.20

MATERIAL BALANCE FOR RUN M-Sl

Original metal specimen 
Final specimen and oxide 
Final clean specimen 
Uranium consumed

5.1025248 g 
5.0002237 g 
4.0707633 g

0.1227 g

Oxides u uo2
X-ray (CMR-5, 21-B) 
X-ray (CMR-5, 21-F) 
Filter (CMR-1, 21-G) 
Total uranium In oxides

0.0026 g* 0.0020 g
0.0212 g* 0.0341 g
0.0488 g

0.0726 g

Solutions
Filtrate (CMR-1, 31-D)
HNOj dtp (CM r-i, 21-C)
HNO, cleaning (CMR-1, 21-E) 
Total uranium In solutions

0.0042 g 
0.0146 g 
0.0361 g

0.0540 g

Uranium from analysts 
Uranium consumed 
Variation 
Per cent

0.1275 g 
0.1227 g 

♦ 0.0048 g 
4 3.01

•Calculations based on oxide weights.
••Oxide weights corrected lor moisture and H„. 

•••From  timed series weighing, 
tInaccurate because of unwalghed X-ray specimen.
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TABLE 3.21

MATERIAL BALANCE FOR RUM M-23

Original metal specimen 
Final specimen and oxide 
Final clean specimen 
Uranium consumed

5.2074222 g 
3.1100074 « 
3.0265201 g

3.2700 g

Oxides U
Filter (CMR-1, 2J-B) 
Filter (CMR-1, 23-0) 
Total uranium In oxides

0.6000 g
1.3350 g

2.1350 g

Solutions

Filtrate (CMR-1, 23-F)
HNOs dip (CMR-1, 23-D)
HNOj cleaning (CMR-1, 23-C) 
Total uranium In solutions

0.0030 g 
0.0685 g 
0.0450 g

0.1165 g

Uranium from analysis 
Uranium consumed 
Variation 
Per cent

2.2515 g 
2.2700 g

- 0.0104 g
- 0.85
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3.6 Appearance of Specimens

The appearance of the specimens and the oxide after the runs was fairly uniform. The 

oxide, which was generally a  fine powder, appeared black when dry but brownish-black when wet.

The specimens were pitted In proportion to the amount of uranium oxidised. The speci
mens for runs M-31 and 11-22 retained their metallic sheen as  they had progressed only In

to the straw-colored rtages of oxidation. Most of the specimens, however, displayed heavily 

pitted surfaces.
Specimens for four of the runs, M-10, M-12, M-14, and M-16, which were all from 

metal batch 2, were very heavily corroded and their final appearances were similar. The 

edges of the specimens were split so that they resembled leaves In a book. It Is possible 
that rolling of the uranium took place In a dti action parallel to the length of the "leaves'* 

and that small fragments of grains, left after shearing during the fabrication of the specimens 

dropped out from between the elongated grains. A photograph of the specimens from run 

M-12 appears in Fig. 28.
In other runs the reaction appears to have been affected by the formation of layers of 

oxide which spalled off during the runs. This phenomenon was especially evident in all speci
mens mads from metal batch 2, although It was also observed In run M-20 for which the 

higher purity metal from batch 2023 was used.
The specimen of uranium that waa Immersed In boiling water (Sec. 5.3) corroded in a 

unique and interesting manner. The specimen was pitted quits uniformly, but at random lo
cations the metal was perforated. Some of the holes are almost perfect circles. The speci

men, however, was still fairly thick, which indicated that the presence of the holes was not 

a result of a  general reduction in thickness. Rather, It appeared that local attack of the ca r

bide Inclusions had occurred. Figure 28 Is a photograph of the specimen.

3.7 Arrests

Extended arrests were observed tn two of the runs. In irun M-14 the arrest occurred
2 Ibetween 1500 and 1650 hr. The rate, 0.CO28 cc/cm /h r , was the same before and after the

arres t. A similar arrest was observed tn run M-19 between *75 and 900 hr. The rate
2 2varied slightly; U was 0.0338 cc/cm  /h r  proceeding the a rre s t and 0.0374 cc/cm /h r  l allow

ing It. For both runs, the rate proceeded linearly. For run M-14, the specl non was made 

from metal batch 2 and for run M-19, from batch 2023.

-8 5  -
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Fig. 28. Photograph of an unusual uranium specimen, after corrosion, from metal batch 2
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Fig. 29. Photograph of uranium specimen corroded In boiling water
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Chapter 4

DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

4.1 General Discussion

A few facte may be obtained from an examination of the data presented In Ch. 3. One 

surprising result was that oxygen has little direct effect on the corrosion reaction. However, 

the causes of Incubation periods, arrests, and accelerated attack remain unknown.
The fact that the theoretical amount of hydrogen Is not evolved Is examined in detail. 

Leaks were suspected, but a completely gas-tight experiment also showed yields of less than 

100 per cent. A statistical study to determine whether the missing hydrogen could be cor

related with the duration of the test pure a negative result. Nor was there any correlation 

between the hydrogen content of the corrosion products and the duration of the test.
Considerable data have been accumulated which Indicate that the corrosion products con

tain less uranium than should be present If the products were pure uranium dioxide. The 

composition Is best represented by a 2 to 1 mixture of UOg and UOg. 2HjO. When analyses 

of the corrosion products are  corrected for hydrogen and water, an error still remains, but 
It Is less.

It was noted that on the linear plots there was considerable curvature, concave upwards, 

which Indicated an accelerating corrosion rate. Earlier project data also Indicate accelera
tion of hydrogen evolution. It was with the hope of obtaining a better understanding of the 

fundamental processes that the following log-log plots were made.

The first log-log graph was made from the experimental data reported by Molltson, 
English and Nelson3 In 1945 and presented In this report as Fig. 1. Only the data for atr- 

saturated water at C0°C were used In plotting Fig. 30. The slope of 2.22 Indicates, as ex
pected, an accelerating attack; that Is, the rate of corrosion Increases approximately linearly 

with time. The conclusion In report CT-30S5, that the reaction rate Is merely approaching 

the rate for hydrogen-saturated water, Is not Justified by the experimental data at hand since 
the slope does not change to unity-with increasing time. Molllaoo, English, end Nelson de

scribe the rate lav  for hydrogen-saturated water as linear with time, hence the alope on a 
log-log plot would be unity. The cause of the acceleration is not clear from a  consideration

4.2 Disc use tor, of Log-Log Graphs
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rig. 90. Log-log plot (elapsed time) of corrosion data (or uranium In a tr-sa tu ratsd  waver 
(based on data of Molllaon, English and Noli:*)
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of this graph. They concluded that the tnhtblttvs influence of oxygen waa being overcome In 

the initial stages of the run. From the data In Sec. 4.3 It appears unlikely that oxygen has 
any effect on the reaction when a substantial oxide deposit covers the specimens. However, 

there Is still the possibility that oxygen Interferes with some Initial step. The wartime ex- 

perlence which led to the Idea of oxygen Inhibition was based on short-time tests In which 

the oxygen was present trr.M the beginning. Some cognisance should be given to runs M-10 

and M-13.
In the present experiments a ir  or oxygen was excluded insofar as possible either by 

flushing with helium or. In the later experiments, by a repetition of evacuating the system 

and admitting helium. Therefore, the expected rate law would be that corresponding to he- 
ltum-saturated water. As the hydrogen content Increases, the rats of attack might be ex

pected to approach that (or hydrogen-saturated water. However, there ts no evidence that 

It does.

Examination of Table 4.1 and survey of Figs. 31-40 Indicate that in 6 out of the 14 

successful runs, the rate does accelerate with time. Figures 31 and 30 are plotted as loga

rithms on a linear scale; other figures sre  plotted on logarithmic scales. A tabulation nf 

the slopes obtained la presented In Table. 4.1 It will be seen that *n Incubation period was 

observed In each of these runs. The slopes are greater than unity, and that as the tsets 
progressed there Is no evidence In most runs that the slope tended to approech unity.

A similar set of graphs (Figs. 36 through 40) In which the effective time, l . e . , the 
elapsed time less the Incubation lime, was used, show similarly that the elope dots not 

fall to unity In most cases.

For run M-13, a ir waa intentionally added at the beginning of the run; however, the be

havior was not significantly different from that of run M-23 where extreme care In freeing 
the apparatus from oxygen was taken. That ts, Initial slopes n the vicinity of 0.8 were ob

served followed by slopes greater than unity.

In run M-23, a figure of 100 hr was srbltrsrlly sssumed (or the Incubation period tn 
order to determine whether such an assumption would affect the conclusion that the time de

pendence, l .e . ,  the slope, was greater than unity at long times. Comparison of Fig. SO with 

Fig. 40 Indicates that this assumption doss not change the conclusion.

Only In run M-20 did ths slops decrease from the vicinity of 3 to unity tn agreement 

with the explanation offsrsd by English et al. For the other runs, there is no such agree

ment. Ths correct mechanism for the acceleration ts not established. It seems reasonable 
however that a  satisfactory mechanism must explain both the tncubetton and ths continuing 

acceleration.
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Fig. 33. Log-log plot (elapsed time) of corrosion data for uranium, Run M-18
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med* wader UifMly differ** tomfttKMi* Rwt M i l  mi f » M l  M i»  when (to

• ttr re r  t r o l l ,  Th* ^ i im m  « m  r«p> iiaM , n w l | M ,  red  r t f t i f i  tn t in  initial mob$- 
turn h I  U» r w  eteried again Ho atU n^t « i«  m*4» t» r t m m  Um» i t r  Wwr ir  w ruhi t oi  
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k n l ta  ui parr n y p t  at TuO*C a 0 « t  i w i W  toratok ta* taagifc tto lit* apart*** f i l l  
c t a r  art art at to nlgtol to* n t a a e t  tar Uw p»>w « ta kyOrt t w  ar Uw rw vtrtM a «l W j  la

V .
la Marly aU ruaa. tatu itoaa 100 prr e t a  tl  Uw Uwortateta kyl n » i>  ato ltaiaa h i  to- 

aarvvto la x  Tata* SO) la * taw ram, IM toacrapaary raalto In partially Mtrttanato la laaA- 
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ita* wllb Un p t t t w t  of Uw bytorid* aa4 could ta Hatpraltta la In • raauU ta Uw prvatana 
to kytoalta art Ova.
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4.S Insufficient V lt |j  of Hydrogen

The evidence lor IM pretence ol uranium hydride suggests that U might be possible to 
corrtlata the amount of "missing" hydrogen with the hydride content.

•how that the yield of hydrogen U Use than 100 per cent. The data at the latter worksrs al
so Indicate that the yteld la further reduced by drying the apeclmena with their adhering oxide 

before retmmentng.
tt was suggested that the layer of corrosion products might hlanfcst the metal and pro

vide a hydrogen-rich atmosphere next to the metal. Such an atmosphere might thus promote 
the formation oi IflL  or oxide competitions such xs DOj U this occurred, the yield of hy
drogen would be expected to decrease with Increasing time.

Two other explanations which hare been offered for the loss of hydrogen will be ex
amined first. The first Is that the equipment leaked. There la fairly good evidence that this 
explanation Is not correct. The second Is that the missing hydrogen Is dissolved In the wa
ter; thla factor has been shown to be too small to be significant.

LU-JgS&Sl
Throughout run M-23, a decrease In the amount of water In the reaction flask waa 

noftced. When the run waa stopped a crack In the side of the flask waa found which accounted 
for the lost of 203 ml of water. However, no oil from the bath had seeped Into the flask.
The rate of water loss waa assumed to be linear and corrections In the calculations were 
made to compensate for the lose. Because the crack was below the water level In the flask 
and water was lost, the equipment evidently was gas tight. Hence the hydrogen yield of 01.6 
per cent was not due to leakage. The statistical analysis also supports this conclusion.

4.3.1 Gas Solubility Calculations
It la possible thst some of the missing hydrogen might have been dissolved In the re

action water.
It was planned to force water Into the reaction flask i t  03°C before cooling tt. Since 

tt was sxpseted that the gas would dissolve In the cooler ureter, It was advisable to estlmats 
the solubility of the gases present.

Constants of Henry's law ars given In the llteraturs for both dry hydrogen and helium.
A summary of the calculation! Is given tn Tabic 4.3 In terms of cubic centimeters of gas, 
reduced to ths two conditions of temperature and pressure that would dissolve In water at S0°C.
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TABLB 4.1

HENRY'S LAW CONSTANTS FOR DRY HYDROGEN AMD HELIUM

Dry (a i at 50°C,
Henry's law 580 mm preaaure Dry gas 8TP

Gas constant cc l HjO ec/1 H |0

*3 7.3ft s  104 atm 18.30 8.78

He 3.73 a  107 mm 10.1ft 8.80

The partial p ressu re  of gas In equilibrium with the dlaeolved p a  was chosen U  MO mm Hg, 

-he averaga barom etric pressure, leas the aqueous tension of 02.1 mm He.

The Initial shrinkage of fa s  can be attributed to the dissolution of helium la the water. 

However, the quantity of hydrogen "lost" In the water Is less than 6 cc.

Initially, the gases In the flask and equipment were helium and water vapor. However, 

gas analyses, described in Sec. 9.4.2, show that by the end of the run a ll of the helium had 

been replaced by hydrogen. Hence, the 10.1ft cc of helium were no lancer dissolved In the 

water but were replaced by lft.l cc of hydrogen, and the net "loss" of hydrogen becomes 

ft.lft cc at test conditions, or 9.18 cc a t  staiufcrd conditions. These 2 cc are insufficient 

to explain the deficit of hydrogen and the data In Table 3.4 have not besn corrected for this 

factor. That Is, even If the solubility Is taken Into account, the yield of hydrogen ta still 

significantly less than the theoretical 100 per cent.

4.1.3 Hydrogen Dtssolred In the Metal

In b lister corrosion, discussed In Appendix A, hydrogen seem s to dissolve In the u ra

nium, travel great distances, and react to  form hydride. Hence, It seem s possible that some 

of the "m issing" hydrogen might be dissolved in the metal, in addition to  that present In the 

corrosion products.

Therefore, the metal specimens from run M-29 were analysed for hydride. An electro- 

polished specimen also from batch 2023 was used as a control. The analyses for hydride a re  

given In Table 4.3.

TABLE 4.3

HYDROGEN CONTENT OF METAL

Control 40 ppm

M-23 40 ppm

Therefore there Is no evidence that m issing hydrogen Is present in the metal

-  104-
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4.6.4 Statistical Analysts

Fortunately there a r t  aulttctent data to warrant examination of the possibility that th t 

hydrogen yield o r th t hydride content can be correlated with tht duration of the ttat. Ef
fective time, a  more realistic measure than tlap ttd  time, was u ttd . -

With th t cooperation of Allan Benton, Group T - l, a atatlatical analyalt vaa made of 

th t data la Table 4.4. Tht coefficient of corrtlation, r, it*computed to bt -0.114, Tht 
r-vatue at the & par cent level of aignlftcaace It 0.032 for 8 d t f r t t a  of freedom. Since the 

absolute value of r  I t  ltaa  than 0.482, tt appears that there ta no atgnlftcant correlation be
tween the yield of hydrogen and the duration of the teat.

TABLE 4.4

SUMMARY OF HYDROGEN YIELDS AND EFFECTIVE TIMES

Run No.
Length of 
run, hr

Incubation 
period, hr

Length of run minus 
incubation period, hr A

M -ll 273.1 • 273.8 64.5
M -ia 1204.2 223 975.8 82.7

s to p 2013.7 • 2013.7 23.4
M-14 2301.8 140 2141.8 102.8
M-17 254.4 IS 240. S 84.0
M -ll 1109.4 60 1109.8 87.1
M-10 1367.4 40 1317.8 62.2
M-20 2181.9 350 1381.0 48.0
M-23 1211.4 800 911.4 91.8

Inspection of Table 4.4, relating tbo analyte* of hydride found In the product# to tht 

duration of the teat, ahova similarly that there I t  no significant correlation between these 

two variables. Hence, the belief ta ungrounded that the hydride begins to form when escape 
of hydrogen through the oxide layers becomes difficult, t. e . , a t long time. Alep, the statis

tical analysts of T ibia 4.4 tndlcatsa that leaks a rr  not the cause for "losing" hydrogen; that 

la, If leaks were the explanation, it must be assumed that more hydrogen would be missing 

la a long test than In a short one.
The further question of whether the yield of hydrogen Is correlated with the percentage

.  105-
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of hydride-hydrogen found in the cor rollon products cm  be Investigated. The seven sets at 
data listed In Table 4.5 are available (or use. The coefficient of correlation, r, la -0.916 
for these data. This r-vnlue ts not significant (or (T minus t) decrees of freedom. Hence 
It must be concluded that the correlation ts not Justified by the data.

TABLE 4.5

SUMMARY O r  HYDRIDE CONTENT AND EFFECTIVE TIMES

Run No.
Length of 
run, hr

Incubation 
period, hr

Length of run minus 
incubation period, hr

Hydride 
content, %

M-19 9019.7 m 3019.7 0.15
M-14 9901.6 160 3141.1 0.11
M-17 255.5 16 940.6 0.61
M-19 1169.6 60 1100.5 0.04 (Av)
M-19 1967.6 50 1317.6 0.0097
M-20 1161.9 ISO 1291.9 0.10
M-39 1211.4 200 011.4 0.01

0.09

4.6 X-ray Analyses

For all runs, the products were Identified by X-ray analysts at UOj. The lines were 
very broad and weak. However, no attempt was made to determine whether the broadness 
resulted from s variation In chemical composition or from the fine particle else. For run 
M-9 the product had the UOg pattern, plus an unidentified line. For run M-1S, the X-ray 
pattern of the material floettnc on the eater waa found to glee the usual UOg pattern, plus 
an unidentified line. There was, however, fairly clear evidence that these unidentified Hoes 
ware not due to UĤ , UO^HjO, uranium metal, or UO.

4,7 Competition of the Corrosion Products

A comparison Is shown in Tsblt 4.6 of the weights of IX>2 on ths filters, which were 
weighed In Group CMR-5, and the amount of uranium on the filters, which was found by anal
yses in Group CMR-1. The weight of uranium In the residue from run M-12, on four fitters, 
was calculated on the assumption that It was dioxide. These weights are compared with the 
amount of uranium found In Group CMR-I.

-1 0 6 -
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TAILS 4.1

cofctFANMt or vnom or u r a m u m  p o u n d  b y
ANALYTICAL AMD CALCULATED METHODS

Specimen CMH-I uranium CUJt-1 calcuUted Differ
Mo. analyata, g uranium weights, g I ; ,  %

r 1.04 1.1104 4.7
i 1.04 1.1004 1.1

♦ K 0.0104 0.0101 - 1 1
L 1.04 1.3404 4.4

II will be noted that the p«rt«aU |t difference !• approximately 4 per cem. In order io **• 

plain thin discrepancy, • compound I t needed which contains U m  uranium than does UOj 

TIm  hydride contains more. The gravimetric factor rtlaling UOj to U It 10 per com 1m m  
il the amount of by dr id* i t  tilt amount ntcooaary to account for the mi Ming hydr eigen. The 
Utior choice would make tho calculated weight of uranium even greater than shown la tho 

Uble. It la interesting to point out that tho proaoaco of th* "hydroxide" in tho products 
would bring Uio data into agreement.

In order to eliminate any erro ra  ariting (rom weighings made by two different people, 
one person la Oroup CMP-1 weighed and determined the amount of uranium preaent in a  

portion of the oxide. On five aamplea, this analyaU was made after the UOj had been ignited 

to U jO | during the analyata for hydrogen. The theoretical amount of oxide originally p res
ent wna calcuUted from the total uranium found. The reaulta of these weighings a r t  given 
la Table 4.7. Values (or three of the UOj specimens (17-F, 19-C, and SO-C) are corrected 

(or the amount of moisture sad hydrogen they contained. SlmlUr corrections could not be 
made lor the other specimens because the UOj had been Ignited to UjO# and the moisture 

driven off.

A similar balance can be mado for three of the oxide aamplea which were weighed by 
the timed aeries method (described In Sec. 1.7) sad then analysed for total uranium. Thea# 

data a re  presented In Table 4.1. Since the method used In obtaining these figures excluded 
adsorbed moisture, no correction has been made for U. Also, no correction was made for 

the hydrogen content.
All of these data Indicate that the composition of the products la not UOj but a com

pound containing leas uranium, such as the hydrated oxide.

A
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TABU 4.1

VARIATIONS UN THE BALANCE OF CORROSION PROOUCTS 
A l DETERMINED IN GROUP CMR (

No. Product

Wl. «f
OM4»,
5 «

Wl. (orrvcttd 
lor H,0 ♦ H,

Wl. o i  
M il ^  

1

Corrected R , g 
'1 (CMR-Or
u o , u ,o ,

Variation
1 %

IS-C O.SISS • O.lfO o .m o • 0.0011 0.4
to -r *>, O.MM i t  ■ 6 OEM 0.1043 • 0.0104 0.4

tl-C u o , O.ttBt 0.0011 0.1100 4B 0.0043 9.0
ll*D w » o.osu • 0.01S1 0.0000 • 0.0044 4.0

13-C u. ° . 0.0964 « 0.0104 # 0.0041 0.0011 t . t

14-D ° l ° . o. iom :‘5r< • 0.0103 • 0.1004 0.0011 M
14-1 u» °. o .o n t • O.OSlt 0.0130 0.0044 4.0

n - r ">1 0.0133 o.oiai 0.0103 0.0110 m 0.0004 4.9
n - r O.MMA

• 0.03S4 O.MM O.OO&I 9.0

ISM u, ° . 0.4154 - • |  0.3401 • 04104 • 0 0043 1,4

i t  -0 "»» 0.1003 0.1039 0.0001 0.1043 -0.0033 3.3

30-C u o , O.OOOIt 0.00014 0.00013 0.00014 ' ! •  :y ft

TABU 4.1

WHO NT BALANCES TOR UO, SAMPLES W HOMED BY THE TIMED SERIES METHOD

S pw .
No.

T im ed  M r l n
wt. of U O j,

C M R -l 
loU l U.

s

C alcu la ted
U O , V ariation ,

S %

30-C 0.11SI 0.6479 0.7340 0.0411 8 40

33*B 0.0330 0.0000 0.9014 0.0144 1.11

33 -0 1.4071 1.3340 1.4144 0.0034 S . l l

• 10S.
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* Chspier »

DESCRIPTION Or RELATED EXPERIMENTS

1,1 Oneeral Sum mart ting Statement

Several additional experiments were conducted which relate (a this report, The moat 

important r»wH obtained (rum thee# experiments I t t  denvmetratlon that there i t  torn* tub* 
atance present in the oxide products Ihtl It easily oxidised t l  room temperature In the vac

uum which can be obtained with t  mechanical pump. That* produclt a r t  a lto  hjrgroacoplc. 

inch propertlet teem to be evidence lor tht pretence of UO^iHgO, rather than (or tht hy
dride UHj.

Other experiment* relate to the reaction o( uranium and water under condltlona which 

• r t  slightly different from thoae uaed in the Mary Ann leal a. However, the results are sur
prisingly similar.

1,1 Sanction with Polling Water

In an nUempt to make UION)  ̂ by methods described In the literature by Ruckhelm*1 a 
piece of uranium metal was placed In 7ft ml of water and refluxed. Alter 34 hr, a.conetder- 

abte amount of yellow!ah-brown precipitate had collected on the aides of the llank. The met
al was completely consumed in 100 hr.

The residue, when moist, waa brown, hut when dry, l! waa black and similar In appear

ance to UOg. Tht residue dried very slowly. When the dried oxide waa placed In water and 
refluxed, the brown color returned, thus proving that the color change la reproducible and 

reversible.
Analyses of the filtrate showed no uranium detectable In amounts greater than 10 pg. 

The pH waa ft.7. The corrosion products contained Oft.3ft per cent uranium an compared wtlh 

•ft. 1ft per cent for pure UOg.

5.3 Reaction with Water In a n Evacuated 8 yet cm

la these experiments, uranium was reacted with boiling water In s  special glass ap
paratus. Water and the metal were placed in the evacuated ayttem where they were permu

ted to reset. All ths gates were pumped off alter the test period, and the resulting material 

dehydrated at about 90°C. Subsequently, the black powders were heated to ft70°C and the gas

-  I 0 t -
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m  collected for later Analysts by us* of a n s  as spectrometer.
In lbs first experiment, 0.104 moles aI fas par mol# of uranium vara collected Tha 

analysts showed tha presence of mercury vapor, nitrogen, hydrogen, sad carbon monoxide. 
Although tha mercury vapor and nitrogen were undoubtedly ronUmtnanta, tha source of car* 
bon monoxide Is unknown DespUs the presence of hydrogen, which presumably sroaa from 
dtOSmpostMoa of tha hydride, the aampla, after treatment st 570°C. would nut react wtth hy
drogen In the range 14 to J40°C. finally, the aampla vaa uxidlaed to and from the
oxygen consumed it was possible to calculate tha competition of tha material. This compo
sition of UOj suggests the presence of hydroxide or of higher oxides. It may be conjec
tured that the equipment leaked oxygen at 57o',C, and the UOj and uranium present in tha 
products vara partially converted to UjO^ and UO respectively,

In a subsequent and atmllar experiment, the gaa evolved by the reaction was also meas
ured. The datum of 1.70 moles per gram atom of metal corresponds to an 14 per cent yield 
of hydrogen. The resulting corrosion products were treated ss above. This lime, 0.14 mole 
of gas per gram atom of uranium was collected at the upper temperature, and this gas vaa 
found to contain 03 per cent water and approximately 4 par cent carbon dioxide. Hence a 
significant amount of hydrogen vaa released when the products were decomposed st high tem
peratures, although It was only one fourth the amount to be expected from tha 65 par cant 
yield. A similar procedure ltd to the composition UOj for the hasted corrosion products.

M  Constant Volwai HHIad

Because tha Mary Ann apparatus vaa a constant-preasurt apparatus which underwent 
variations In volume, U was decided to run a similar experiment In a constant volume ap- 
paratua and measure tha variable pressure to obviate the Influence of leaks and to meaeurs 
smaller corrosion rates. A specimen, after polishing, vaa sealed Into a reaction bulb con
taining water. ThU was sealed onto a multiplying differential manometer. The entire unit 
was Immersed la s  thermostatically controlled oil bath after evacuation and equalisation of 
pressure on both sides of the manometer. The water In the bulb was stirred magnetically 
but the specimen was stationary.

Essentially, a linear rale law of a slope 0.17 mm of Hg min or 0.011 cc cm*/hr v is  
observed over a considerable period.

Complete analyses of the products were not nude.

8.6 Uranium In Hydrochloric Add

Examination of the corrosion products from the reaction of plutonium In hydrochloric 
add  by C. E. Holley, Group CMR-2, revealed the presence of plutonium hydride. Therefore,

- UO •
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the following experiments were conducted using uranium maul.

A 4 - |  specimen of uranium that had bran polished and cleaned la IS per cent nitric 
add  was placed in (UN HC1. The main) was not attacked until It was aerate had and than 

tha laactlon proceeded only In the vicinity of the scratch. Subsequent boiling, however, 

caused tha metal to react. Dissolution was not complete tn 6 days when concentrated HCt 

was added to complete the reaction. A black sludge waa formed, which ignited pyrophortcaiiy 
whan •  portion of It waa rubbed with a spatula.

Tha remainder of tha sample waa examined by three methods. E. BlartUky showed 
ty  petrographic analysis the presence of aomt brown material, with a refractive Index of 

1.73, and a particle site  less than 500 A° aa measured with an electron microscope. By 
X-ray analysts, f .  H. tlllager found uranium metal, some dioxide, and an unidentified weak 

phase but no detectable hydride. Chemists tn Group CMR-1 found 8830 ng or 3.71 x U f5 

molts of uranium by chemical analysis. C. E. Holley pumped off, at 500°C, some 35 cc of 
a gas which did not separata when exposed to liquid atr. The pressure at room temperature 

waa 10 mm Hg. Therefore, the estimated molar percentage of hydride waa 22 per cent. . 

When the bulb waa Immersed in liquid a ir , the pressure dropped from 10 mm to about 7 mm 

Hg which Is tiwkcatlve of a permanent gaa.
A further experiment waa conducted tn which two samples of uranium wars each placed 

tn IS cc of 0.1N HCt at S0°C. At the end of 30 hr the reaction had not gone to completion 

but the flasks were filled with an almoot opaque, black solution. • When the teat waa stopped 

at ths sod of 274 hr, some material had settled, but the solution appeared lo be colloidal with 
no further settling and no diffusion gradient. When the flanks were shaken, the sludge ap

peared to evolve gaa.
It waa assumed from the multtvalence of the uranium that the colloid was positively 

charged. This seems to be confirmed by the fact that large additions of HC1 would coagulate 

the colloid. Oxalate cleared the solution In minutes; howevtr, the Insolubility of the U(IV) 

oxalate was not considered at that time. Sulfate gavs no evidence of settling the solution 
after 10 hr, but aftsr a long period of time tt did coagulate the colloid tn particles that were 

larger than 35 p, as revealed by passage through a set of gUss frits. Titration of the fil
trate from the sulfate addition revealed that few H* Ions were apparently consumed.

•It Is significant that such an opaque solution results from dissolving anhydrous UClj In 
water, or from ths reaction of the metal with pure water. Experimental data obtained tn 
Group CMR-2 prove that U(II1) tons are  oxidised by the water to U(!V) tons. Hence, this 
observation Is compatible with the Mary Ann experiments, and the onea under discussion tn 
this section.

- Ill -
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A petrographic analysts ci ih* precipitate from the u u U U  addition, performed by B. 

Starttsky revealed that the material contained the character latte twinned tetragonal cryatala 
of UUV) oxalate. The cryaUla gave the UUVj spectrum, Tha bulk oI the material gave no 

•peelrum and thus indicates that part ot the uranium was dissolved and then later precipitated 

by the oxalate.

5.6 Attempted Coagulation ofjljhe hoi

Samsonov obtained a black precipitate by electrolytic reduction at a uranyl chloride so
lution?* It dissolved easily tn water and gave a colloidal solution. The aol, which showed 
a marked Tyndall effect, carried a positive charge and was coagulated moat effectively by 

anions, the moat efficient at which were ben mate and pic rate.

Because so ms of the reaction solutions were black and murky, and appeared to contain 
considerable oxide tn suspension, U was decided lo add O.IN sodium benaoate solution to de

termine if it would aid tn the filtration of the oxide. The filtered solutions were than ana- 
lysed for dissolved uranium and total uranium.

In order to determine whether the bentoale tuna affected the analyata for uranium, the 

following experiment was run. A solution containing about l mg of U per 10 ml of water was 
■pllt tn two port Iona, To one of these was added one fifth of Its volume of a 0.000407 molar 
solution of sodium bencoate. Then analyses were run apectrophotomsirtcally. The reeuita 

are eummartsed tn Table 3.1.

TABLE 5.1

EFFECT OF BENZOATE IONS ON THE URANIUM ANALYSIS

Control, H  Benxoate, Mg

M3 031
044 033
M7* 033

* Average of two determinations.

These data show that the small amount of benaoate present re<hKct the amount of ura

nium by 13 pg or 1.0 per cent. This la an Insignificant erro r.
The following experiments were then performed. To the eolutlon from M-14, S3 ml of 

the benaoate were added. The eolutlon was filtered and anaylaed as M-14-K. The eolutlon 

from run M-17 waa split Into taro portions. To the fir at half, M-17-B, no benxoate was add- 
k! but tc the eecond half, M-17-C, 30 ml of bentoale were added. The two solutions were 

filtered and analysed. The resulte are  shown In Table 5.1.

•  111 -
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TABLE l.t

SUMMARY OF TKS BENZOATE EXPERIMENTS

Teat No.

Amount of 
benaoate, 

ml
Dissolved 

U. Mg
Total 
%  1

M -tl-K 25 n o 0.0033
M»11-B None NO <10 0.0002

M-1T-C 50 NO <10 0.0260

Control Experiments

M-5 None 4400 0.3544
M-10 None NO <10 <0.001

M-tl None 1150 0.00126

Control experiments such as  M-0, M-10, or 12-31 are Included Ik Table 5.2 and indicate 

that the amount of "suspended” uranium ta not greatly reduced.
Although the reaulta are Inconclusive, no further experiments were conducted. Benauate 

additions were not made to any further rune because the uranium content waa almost aa high 
in run M*M aa In the control experiments. Ptcrate tone were not added because they might 

Interfere with the colorimetric determination of uranium aa uranyl Iona.

M  Timed Herts# of Weightaga

Much difficulty waa encountered In attempting to get a constant weight of oxide, UOg, 

which was obtained In filtering the corrosion products from the reaction flask, la runs aa 
early aa M-12, attempts were made to dry (he oxide to constant weight at 65°C, but It con

tinued to gain weight. Similar difficulties were encountered when the aside, In a  fine glass 

fritted filter, waa dried In a vacuum desiccator at room temperature. The dried oxide waa 
found to be hygroscopic and Increased rapidly In weight when placed on a standard analytic 
balance. II waa decided, In order to find the true weight, to take a timed series of weights 

and extrapolate back to aero time. This series of wwtglitnga waa for periods of at least 10 
min end waa repeated after further drying for a number of days. However, Instead of find

ing one true weight by this method, U was found that the weight extrapolated to aero time 
increased on successive days. In some trials, this Increase was greater than that occurring 
In the last weighing of the previous series, which Indicated that the Increase waa not a re 

sult of water which had not been removed In the vacuum desiccator.
The aero weights, found by extrapolation, were then plotted against the total number of 

hours elapsed since the Initial drying of the oxtde. The raise of increase appear to be almost
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linear and indicate that there la sum* material in the cut roeum products which la M ac elewty 
oxidised, avail under vacuum

The curtde from five different rune was treated In the aU«rt manner. However, only 

runa M-14. 30, and 2) gave satisfactory data, >»*r run 54-11, the a**«al of aside preeeet 

« ia  roughly 0.1 g and, although ten aartra of weighings were made, the reaulte v e r t  Ion w  

ratic to fire any positive dnla. The (titer from run M*32. which waa broke* after two ter lea 
of weighings, contained about 0,01 g of UOg. The ivu aeriea ubtnlned with it alno dtapUyed 

erratic behavior. II la believed that In both three tria ls the apeclm#** vere not Urge aMgjb 
to have any meaourabU tar ranee in wight because i f  water but that the over-all increase in 

weight due to oatdatlon w old  be aignlflcMl.
The dau for the three eucceeaful rone are summarised tn Table I .)  and tn Figs. 41,

42, and 4), The number of eertee indtratee the total number of time# the apse l men eaa tub’ 

jectrd to the timed weighings. Total lime Indlrntea the lengfh of the elapaad period from 
the time that the spec»men waa (tret placed tn the deatccator for drying to the laat limed 

weighing, The mean and extremes, but not the nwbvtdaal rates uf Increase of water, are 

gives for each aeriea.

TABLE M

IUMMAKY O f NEEULTS FKOI4 THE TIM HI) CKfUEg Of WOUKlHUd

Nun No. No. of sense
Total time, 

hr
increase from 
MjQ, mg min

Average Extremee

M-10 • 7W 0.1433 0.4000-0.3410

M-20 4 710 0.1701 0.4IC4-0 331

M-13 S 44 0.1313 0 4000-0 1424

7 440 0 1431 0 4000-0 1410

for run M-23, the total oalde waa weighed twice by the timed aeriea method Part (4 
(he oxide waa then eent for analysts and the timed aeriea weighing waa continued lor seven 

trials on tht remainder. Both nets of data are reported separately.

Table 4.4 and Figs. 44, 44, and 44 show the data taken from the aero weights extra* 

poUted from the timed aeriea The Increase In m g/g/hr U the reeutt of oatdatlon of the 
corrosion product. The total weight of UOg waa found by extrapolating the a# curves to tero.

Whether thla subatance which oxidised SO aaatly la the hydride, the hydrated oxide, or I 

compound Involving the U(IU) loo, has not been determined.
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TABLE 5.4

SUMMARY OP RESULT8 PROM THE PLOTS OP THE ZERO WEIGHTS

EXTRAPOLATED PROM THE TIMED SERIX8 OF WEIGHINGS

Run No. ToUl UO„ Increase from oxidation,
s 2 ms/g/hr

M-19 3.S4S5 0.0182
14-20 0.7761 0.2062
M-23 2.5303 0.1440

1.6078 0.0129
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V -0 4 0 0  MG/MiN 
0570 MG/MiN

M-19
TlMCO SC*CS

V-0 400 MG/MIN

U « I M

s—0  5<Z MG/MN 
k ~ 0557 MG/MiN
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Chapter 6

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The reaction of uranium with purified water In the absence of contaminating gasea has 
been Intensively studied. In general, the corrosion behavior la that of a aero order chemical 
reaction; that ts, a constant rate is observed. However, accelerating ra tes  have been observed 
where Incubation periods occurred. In contrast to earlier conclusions, the incubation period 
and accelerating attack do not appear to be related to the presence of oxygen.

The yield of hydrogen, which' is lower than could be accounted for theoretically, has 
been studied from several stantyolnts but no satisfactory explanation for the discrepancy has 
been found. It is significant that an easily oxtdisable substance is present In the corrosion 
products.

. The occasional presence of pyrophoric material in the corrosion products has suggested 
that some uranium hydride may be formed in addition to the uranium dioxide. The bulk of 
the experimental data, however, Indicates that the departure' from stoichiometric composition 
may best be explained by the presence of the hydrated dioxide, U O ^'S^O . The presence of 
this compound also offers an alternate explanation for the "hydride" found tn the products.
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Appendix B

CHEMISTRY OF UOj HYDRATES

Pellgot observed the formation erf a  flaky, voluminous, reddish-brown precipitate from
24the reaction of ammonia with green U(1V) salt solutions. Aloy found that the best method 

to obtain alkali-free unoxtdlced uranium dioxide-hydrate was to hydrolyse a dilute air-free ■ 
U(IV) chloride or acetate solution by heating It until It becomes colorless. The black p re 

cipitate formed la * basic salt, bat It can be washed free of anions with boiling water. After

room temperature tn atr for several days. It Is converted to U,On on heating.

Columbia observers7 ' found that. In air, the hydrate lost all water within 0.5 hr at

200°C and at the same time suffered partial oxidation to UjOg.
Freshly prepared UOV) hydroxide la readily soluble in acids but upon standing loses the 

24 28property of solubility. ' The solutions contain colloidal aggregates or polymeric Ions 

rather than simple U(!V) salts.
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Appendix C

TEMPERATURE VARIATIONS

/
Data are available lo r the variations in the temperature maintained by the Thermocap 

and the mercury relay. No data are available (or the Sargent unit.

The Thermocap depended on changes In capacitance caused by the movement of the m er

cury In the control thermometer. When the spaclngc of the graduations on the thermometer 

are la rger, a finer control can be maintained. For the rune from  M-13 on, a thermometer

calibrated to  0.1°C was used, whereas a thermometer calibrated In 1.0°C units wss used pre

viously. During run 14-14, s second Thermocap was placed wtthtn 3 ft of the M -14 unit.

Wider variations were observed In the temperature for run M-14, while the unit for M -lS w aa 

very erra tic .

A new control unit consisting of a "Metastatic*' mercury thermoregulator and a super- 

sensitive mercury relay coupled to  s rectifie r and s transform er, was Installed. Development 

was not complete and control was poor while runs M-14 and M - l?  were being made. The 

Improved unit controlled accurately fo r run M-19 although It was placed within 3 ft of the 

Thermocap controller used for run M-18. Beckman thermometer! were placed In the thermo

statically controlled baths and the varia tion! In temperature of the batha were observed.

Table C. 1 shows the means and extremes of these temperature readings. These data indicate

that finer control was achieved through the use of the mercury relay. As already mentioned,

the actual temperature was approximately 50 C and the Beckman thermometers were used 

only to determine the temperature variations.
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TABLE C.l

VARIATIONS IN READINGS OF THE BECKMAN THERMOMETER

Run No. Control Unit
Temperature extremes,

c
Mean temperature, Observation period,

days

M-13 Thermocap 2.42*2.37 2.41 IS
M-14 Thermocap 2.33*2 77 2.36 19

(second unit 
within 3 ft)

M-18* Thermocap 2.30-2.73 2.61 43
M-19* Mercury relay 2.00*2.11 2.06 33

•These runs were made simultaneously within 3 ft of each other.
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Appendix D

DIOXANE CONTROL EXPERIMENT

A preliminary test waa made to aacertaln whether dry dloxane would react with uranium 

metal. The dloxane was refluxed several days with potassium and then was distilled through 

a 10-plate, bubble-cap, fractionating column. The middle fraction waa collected In a dry bulb. 
The dloxane waa frozen while still connected to the water-free train. .The polished sample 

was added and the equipment was evacuated. Then the bulb was sealed off and placed In a 

water bath which was thermostatically controlled at 50°C.

There was some slight discoloration and evidence of reaction during the first few days, 

but when the bulb was removed from the bath after 1677 hr there was no further discolora

tion of the sample, The sealed bulb stood at room temperature for an additional 1603 hr. 

The weight Increase was 6.41 mg. X-ray examination revealed that only UOg was formed.

It was concluded that the attack by dry dloxane was negligible.
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Appendix E

SOURCE OF AMMONIA IN THESE EXPERIMENTS

Additional experiments were made to establish the source of the ammonia found in the 

distilled water. In these tests the helium was passed through a bubbler containing a mildly 

acid solution. The quantity of helium was measured with a commercial float-type flowmeter. 

The pickup of ammonia was detected by pH and quantitatively estimated in Nesaler tubes us
ing Nessler's reagent and visual comparison.

The preliminary tests involved only 43 liters of gas, but it was found desirable to in

crease the duration of the test and the gas volume to more than 112 liters. The bubbler was 

placed before, and In some tests, after the train of furnaces. Uranium chips were heated to 

approximately 620°C in the ftrst test and to 210°C in the second.

In later experiments, the water which was used to make the acid solution was distilled 

from II,P04 to render It "ammonia-free'*. However, inspection of Table E .l shows that the 

ammonia content of the water was not significantly reduced by this procedure.

The results of this series of experiments, shown tn Table E .l, establish that the am

monia comes from the helium gas, and that the hot furnaces will reduce the amount of am

monia significantly. The ammonia content is estimated to be between 1 and 6 ppm tn the 

helium used.

Experiments were then conducted to determine whether distilling the water from an a l

kaline permangate solution was adequate for removal of the bulk of the ammonia. The per

tinent data are listed tn Table E.2 and show that this treatment ts satisfactory.

k
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TABLE E.l

SUMMARY OF DATA CONCERNING THE SOURCE OF AMMONIA IN THE EXPERIMENTS

Test No.
Amount He,

Solution No.* cc Condition*
Hydrogen Ion 
Cone., pH

Amount h 
mg/L

DtMilled water plus some 0.01N lljSO^

Control 1 Original solution 5.05 0.5

1 N -l 43.800 After cold furnace 5.3 0.5

2 N-3 46.220 After hot furnace 5.2 0.5

3 N-4 11,740 After cold furnace 6.1 1.0

4 N-5 114,676 After hot furnace 5.7 0.5

Water, distilled from HjPO^, plus eome «S®°4

Control 6 Original solution 5.1 0.4

5 7 115,460 After cold furnace 4.83 0.4

0 B 113,181 Before hot furnace 4.81 0.5

Control 11

116,760

Duplicate of Test 6 
a t end of distillation 5.13 0.2

7 B After hot furnace 5.0 0.2

e 10 117,584 After H2S04 bubbler 6.1 0.4

•As Identified In the analyst* report*.
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TABLE E.2

SUMMARY OF THE EXPERIMENTS ON AMMONIA CONCENTRATION

MoUr concentration
Solution No. Treatm ent of NH,d 1

pH

5E No KMr0 4
He added without boil
ing to distilled solution

4 SO a  l< f6 7.03
9.60*

OB Water boiled with a l
kaline permanganate

t  x H f * . 6.11
6.30*

6C Water distilled from . 
alkaline permanganate 
and collected under 
flowing He

65 x 1 0 '6 6.08
9.00*

OD W ater distilled from 
alkaline permanganate, 
boiled and cooled un
der He stream

75 x 10’* 4.80
9.20*

•Initial value. The lover value was probably due to subsequent absorption of carbon dioxide
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Appendix F 

WAXES USED

F o r a ll at the early runs, the stopcock* and the necks of the flask were lubricated and 

sealed with either "Celvacene" o r "Apleson" lubricating g reases . Starting with run M-14 the 

necks of the flask were sealed with Apleaon W, a tar-based wax. For runs M-21, 22, and 

22, s ilver chloride with a glyptal coating was used. For run M-21 and 22 this combination 

was used because the Apleaon W was attacked by dloxane. For run M-23, It was used be

cause the flask was submerged In hot oil.
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